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ABSTRACT
By offering data centers in several locations across the globe, cloud services enable
web services to serve users from nearby data centers, thereby reducing user-perceived
latencies. However, web services face many challenges in doing so due to the poor
abstractions and lack of performance guarantees offered by cloud services. First,
almost every cloud storage service offers an isolated pool of storage in each of its data
centers, leaving replication across data centers to applications. Second, the limited
low level interface offered by cloud storage makes it challenging for applications to
implement any replication protocols. Third, popular public cloud storage services
today experience high latency variance which can greatly degrade median application
performance.
To address these problems, my thesis enables web services to combine the use of
multiple cloud services leveraging the greater diversity in data center locations, differ-
ent storage performance characteristics, and discrepancies in pricing. Spreading a web
services deployment across the data centers of multiple cloud providers however puts
the onus of improving performance, reducing cost, and managing data replication on
web services. Therefore, I have designed and implemented three systems that tackle
these challenges. First, CosTLO judiciously combines several instantiations of the ap-
proach of issuing redundant requests and reduces the high latency variance of cloud
storage without relying on cloud providers to make any changes. Second, SPANStore
greatly simplifies the task of geo-replicating data in a manner that cost-effectively
xii
satisfies any application’s high-level latency, consistency, and fault-tolerance require-
ments. Lastly, CRIC enables strongly consistent access to geo-replicated data with
latency and cost comparable to those achievable only if cloud storage offered a richer




With the ubiquitous availability of fast Internet connectivity, modern computer
software has shifted from local computer applications to remote Internet-based ser-
vices. Instead of having to install a bulky software binary which runs all or most of an
application’s logic locally on a user’s device, this new type of software only requires
users to have a web browser or install a thin client to access high performance soft-
ware services with rich functionality. Figure 1.1 illustrates a common architecture of
a geo-distributed web service. To use a web service, users first connect to the service’s
front-end servers. Users interact with the service by communicating their activities,
service requests, and user data with the service front-ends. The web service’s back-
end servers deployed in one or several centralized data centers then process these data
and requests in a timely manner, and send back request responses and application
data back to the users.
There are many benefits for this shift to service-based applications, including:
• Offloading heavyweight application functionalities to the server side, so that an
application’s performance is no longer constrained by users’ hardware.
• Enabling seamless user experience across user devices since application logic











Figure 1.1: Generic architecture of a geo-distributed web service.
• Simplifying collaboration and information sharing among users by deploying
web service logic and storing data in few centralized data centers.
• Providing users an on-demand software experience without any up-front com-
mitment.
• Faster rollout of new service functionalities.
Because of these benefits, Internet-based web services have become a popular
model for many IT companies to provide their software applications, such as mes-
saging, document managing, social application, database, development software, ac-
counting, etc.. Moreover, it also attracts many traditional businesses such as banking
and shopping to provide web services to enrich their customers’ experience. Web
services have been incorporated into nearly all leading technology, business, and en-
terprise companies. Popular examples of such applications include Facebook [23],
an online social network service that people can conveniently connect to and share
information with their friends, Dropbox [22], a file and data storage service that en-
ables users to access their data anywhere anytime, and Google Docs [27], which offers
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collaborative document editing services.
However, in order for web services to attract users and make profit, one im-
portant criteria is that they must have good performance. Therefore, minimizing
user-perceived latency is critical for web services. In fact, several studies have shown
that even 100 milliseconds of additional delay can significantly reduce a web service’s
revenue [29, 1, 60]. Latency incurred by serving user requests usually contains two
parts: communication latency caused by sending and receiving messages to and from
web services’ front-ends, and service latency incurred by processing user requests at
web services’ back-ends.
In contrast to applications that run as local software binaries, interactions with
remote web services can incur significantly higher latency since web servers can be
hundreds of milliseconds away from users. As a result, to improve user-perceived
latency, web services have to be deployed across many geographically distributed
data centers, so that users can be serviced from servers that are nearby. However,
as not all web service providers can afford to build their own data centers in many
locations across the world, this task can be simplified by leveraging public cloud
infrastructure services [3, 13, 24].
1.1 Entering cloud era of web service deployments
Deploying applications in the cloud is an attractive proposition due to the oppor-
tunities available for eliminating the needs of building IT infrastructure and reducing
cost: usage-based cloud pricing, the ability to scale up and down computation and
storage resources on demand, economies of scale, and multiplexing of resource usage.
In addition, the use of the cloud is also desirable because cloud providers offer many
services that greatly simplify application development. For examples, to setup web
servers and provide computation at scale, the cloud offers various types of virtual
machines with a configurable number of CPUs, memory size, disk size, and operating
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systems for applications to choose from, as well as supporting services such as virtual
machine auto-scaling, user request load balancing, and user redirection services. This
can greatly reduce the complexity of application providers’ job of developing high
performance web services.
The task of distributing data in different locations for deploying a low latency
web service has also been simplified by the emergence of numerous cloud infrastruc-
ture services provided in many locations across the world. Cloud services such as
Amazon Web Service [3], Windows Azure [13], and Google Cloud Platform [24] have
tens of data centers across the globe offering storage-as-a-service, and every appli-
cation provider can simply rent resources on-demand. To store data at scale, the
cloud offers various types of storage services such as blob storage service for large
data, table storage service for relational data, and virtual hard disks for virtual ma-
chines. For example, to store blob data, web services can store and retrieve data
via PUTs and GETs without dealing with the complexities associated with setting
up and managing the underlying storage infrastructure. Cloud storage services are
also well designed and developed to provide properties such as scalability, availability
and durability, which web service providers can take advantage of to simplify their
application development.
The convenience and flexibility of cloud computing have attracted companies,
including popular web services like Netflix, Dropbox and Yelp, to abandon self-built
infrastructures and use the cloud to service their users. Studies also show that 57% of
web services are running on Amazon Web Services (the biggest public cloud service)
today, and the cloud computing industry is predicted to grow to a 110 billion dollar
market and account for 90 percent of mobile data traffic by 2019 [33].
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1.2 Challenges
Despite the convenience of using cloud storage services to build web services, the
inability to modify the interface to cloud infrastructure and having to share this
infrastructure with other applications make it challenging for application providers
to develop and deploy low latency web services. More specifically, three significant
issues associated with cloud services complicate their use.
1.2.1 High latency variance
Cloud storage services offer no performance guarantees. Although the median
latency of serving user requests is low [128], sharing of resources across cloud ten-
ants leads to very high latency variance: a burst in one web service’s workload may
increase latencies for other web services accessing the same storage servers or using
the same network paths. For example, my measurements of Azure’s and Amazon’s
storage services from hundreds of nodes across the world show an absolute inflation
greater than 200ms in the 99th percentile write latency as compared to the median
latency; the relative inflation is greater than 2x in both write and read operations.
Such high latency in the tail of the latency distribution greatly impacts the average
web service performance. My measurements also show that downloading an average
webpage containing 100 objects from the closest Amazon data center incurs a 3x la-
tency inflation comparing to the case where there is no latency variance, as the page
load time is constrained by the object that is fetched last.
1.2.2 Poor abstractions
Today’s cloud services only provide storage services within each of their data
centers. Moreover, applications may even choose to use multiple cloud providers to
improve their service quality, and no cloud provider has the incentive to offer data
synchronization with other providers. Therefore, web services that desire globally
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distributed deployments need to implement data replication across data centers by
themselves. Managing data replication is complex since there are numerous ways
to assign locations to data replicas, and a web service’s choice directly impacts the
performance that it can offer to its users and the cost that it incurs.
Moreover, ensuring consistency of data across replicas further complicates the
task of replication. Web services deployed in the cloud must themselves keep data
consistent across data centers. However, cloud storage services only provide simple
PUT/GET interface. Therefore, for web services to manage data replication them-
selves, they must deploy additional virtual machines (VMs) in every data center to
handle conflicting concurrent operations to underlying storage. Although cloud stor-
age already provides high performance services, this additional layer of replication
can incur high additional cost, become the bottleneck of the entire web service data
tier, and cause poor performance on web services.
1.2.3 Performance versus cost tradeoff
Cloud services adopt usage based pricing policy [8, 14]. In addition to the cost
for storing data, all reads, writes, and data transfers also add to an application’s
costs, even when storage or the network is under-utilized. Implicitly, the more cloud
resources that a web service buys from the cloud, the better performance its appli-
cation can have. For example, to ensure low data access latency, web services can
replicate all data in all data centers and incur high cost of storing and accessing data
comparing to storing data in a single data center. Also, to ensure that replication
layer VMs do not cause performance bottleneck, most web services will have to incur
high cost in deploying a sufficiently large number of VMs.
Some applications may value lower cost over the best achievable performance,
different applications may demand different requirements such as the degrees of data
consistency, some objects may only be popular in some regions, and some clients may
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be near to multiple data centers, any of which can serve them quickly. All these
parameters mean that no single deployment provides the best fit for all applications
and all objects. Since cloud providers do not provide a centralized view of storage
with rich semantics, every application needs to reason on its own about where and
how to store data to satisfy its latency goals and consistency requirements at low
cost.
1.3 Thesis and Contributions
In this dissertation, my goal is to address these challenges for web services deployed
in the cloud. More specifically, I support the following thesis: it is practical to
cost-effectively offer better abstractions and support for latency SLOs on
legacy cloud storage services.
My thesis research focuses on developing solutions for web services to better utilize
cloud storage services to build their applications. Especially, I focus on devising
solutions for web services that do not require cloud providers to make any changes
to their infrastructure or their services. To improve user-perceived latency, I develop
solutions that enable web services to combine the use of multiple cloud services to
increase the diversity of cloud data centers. The price discrepancies of different clouds
further reduces the operational cost of using cloud storage services. To offer a better
abstraction of cloud storage resources, I design systems that automate the process of
geo-replicating data and managing data accesses in order to satisfy a web service’s
high-level performance requirements with highly efficient cloud resource utilization.
Moreover, I place strong emphasis on storage tail latency performance, a critical
latency metric in today’s cloud applications.
The work presented in this dissertation makes four contributions.
Multi-cloud key-value storage. A key design decision in my thesis research
is to design key-value storage systems spanning the data centers of multiple cloud
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service providers. There are multiple benefits of doing this.
First, using multiple cloud providers can enable storage services to offer lower
GET/PUT latencies. This is because for nearly all data centers, I find that there are
nearby data centers from other cloud providers available within 50ms. We can use
this greater choice of nearby storage options to meet tighter latency requirements,
or to meet a fixed latency requirement using fewer storage replicas (by picking loca-
tions nearby to multiple frontends). Intuitively, this benefit occurs because different
providers have data centers in different locations, resulting in a variation in latencies
to other data centers and to clients.
Second, building systems across multiple cloud providers also enables it to meet
application requirements at potentially lower cost due to the discrepancies in pricing
across providers. For example, nearby Azure data centers have similar pricing, and
so, no cheaper options than local storage exist within 150ms for Azure-based services.
However, for the majority of Azure-based frontends, deploying across all Amazon Web
Service, Azure, and Google Cloud yields more than 5 storage options that are cheaper
for at least some operations. Thus, by judiciously combining resources from multiple
providers, we can build systems that use these cheaper options to reduce costs.
Moreover, storing data across multiple cloud services does not impose high de-
velopment overhead to application developers despite the difference across cloud
providers due to two reasons: (1) only data needs to be spread across multiple cloud
providers and (2) key-value cloud storage services across different cloud providers
have a largely identical interface.
Low latency variance on legacy cloud storage. I developed the CosTLO
system [128], which uses the well-known approach of issuing redundant requests so
that the earliest response can be considered to reduce the latency variability of cloud
storage services. This approach is motivated by my measurement study that high
latency variance is caused predominantly by isolated latency spikes.
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The primary challenge in CosTLO is to minimize the cost overhead imposed by
redundant requests. If only few redundant requests are issued, it may not be effective
to reduce latency variability. On the other hand, the cost overhead is high if CosTLO
issues too many redundant requests. I have developed algorithms that combine the
use of different forms of redundancy (e.g., to download an object, an end-host can
issue redundant read requests either to the same object or to different copies of
the object) to identify the most cost-effective configuration that can meet a web
service’s goals for latency variability. Leveraging observations from my measurements,
CosTLO captures a cloud service’s replication and load balancing policies in order
to estimate the latency variance associated with any configuration. Using a trace of
Wikipedia’s workload, my results show that CosTLO can reduce the spread between
99th percentile and median read latencies by 50% with only a 25% increase in cost.
Cost-effective replica placement for geo-replicated data. My second sys-
tem, SPANStore [126], recognizes the opportunity to lower cost and to lower user-
perceived latencies by combining the use of multiple cloud providers. SPANStore
offers a unified view of geographically distributed storage services and judiciously
replicates data objects across data centers, which is transparent to any web service
that uses it. It automates the process of trading off cost and latency, while satisfying
consistency and fault-tolerance requirements.
There are two main challenges in replicating data in a manner that minimizes
cost. The first challenge is to identify the granularity of replication. One replication
policy per data object will not be cost-optimal due to high volatility in the workloads
of individual objects, whereas a single replication policy for all objects will require
over-replication in order to satisfy latency constraints. In SPANStore, I leverage
application-level hints to group objects based on their access patterns; the aggregate
workload across a large set of objects is more stable than the workload of individual
objects, and different replication policies for objects with different access patterns
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result in a lower cost overhead than a single replication policy for all objects.
The second challenge is to choose from a wide gamut of replication policies, while
accounting for the inter-dependencies between web service requirements, workload,
and cost. I formulate the problem of determining the cost-optimal replication policy
as a mixed integer program to address the trade-off between storage, networking and
request costs. Results from my prototype of SPANStore show that, in comparison to
alternative designs for geo-replicated storage, SPANStore can lower costs by over 10x
with the same or better latency performance.
Strongly consistent access of geo-replicated data. My third system, CRIC,
is an efficient strongly consistent data replication solution for web services deployed
in the cloud. Though several systems have recently been developed to explore latency
versus consistency trade-offs in geo-replicated storage [66, 86, 96, 97, 93, 117], little
attention has been paid to the fact whether web services are deployed across data
centers they own or on third-party cloud infrastructure.
I identify two challenges that complicate the task of providing low latency data
replication across cloud storage services. First, replicating data across cloud data cen-
ters and enabling low latency data access are made challenging by the fact that almost
every cloud provider offers an isolated pool of storage in each of its data centers, leav-
ing replication and managing data consistency across data centers to individual web
services. Moreover, cloud storage services only expose a limited interface to storage,
which applications have no ability to modify. Therefore, for web services to manage
data replication themselves, they must deploy additional virtual machines (VMs) to
run replication protocol such as Paxos [89] in every data center to guarantee the
ordering of data updates and handle conflicting concurrent operations to underlying
storage. This is clearly inefficient. The second challenge is that the high latency vari-
ance that is typical within each data center of popular cloud storage services [128] is
further compounded when data is geo-replicated. Due to the long distance between
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data centers, even issuing requests to all replicas and waiting for a subset to finish
(the traditional wisdom from quorum systems to reduce latency variance) has only
limited ability to reduce tail latency.
The design goal in CRIC is to reduce the overhead of deploying a web service
managed replication layer, as well as tackle the cloud storage latency variance on
shared data. I design CRIC as a library that interposes on any geographically dis-
tributed web service’s interactions with cloud storage and enables strongly consistent
low latency access to geo-replicated data. The core in CRIC is a novel Paxos variant,
CPaxos, which does not require web services to setup any additional virtual machines
for replica coordination. To reduce user perceived latency variance, instead of using
the standard majority quorum as in Paxos, CRIC leverages a two layer structured
quorum, hierarchical quorum [87], which increases data and request redundancy inside
each replica data center to further reduce client perceived latency variance.
1.4 Organization
The remaining chapters of this thesis are organized as follows. In Chapter II, I
provide an overview of the usage of the cloud to deploy web services, and present
prior work in the area of geo-distributed storage, storage performance, and cloud
system design. Chapter III presents CosTLO, which reduces the latency variance of
accessing data in the cloud storage services. Chapter IV focuses on SPANStore, which
tackles the challenges of replicating data cost effectively in the cloud. Chapter V
describes CRIC, which enables efficient strongly consistent data replication in the





In this chapter, I present the prior work in three main areas that this dissertation
builds upon: performance oriented web service cloud deployments, distributed storage
system performance, and geo-distributed storage system design.
2.1 Web service deployments in the cloud
Evaluating benefits of cloud deployments. With the explosive growth of
cloud computing, there has been some work recently to answer the question—when to
use cloud services? Answers to this question have largely been restricted to examining
how and when to migrate applications from the application provider’s data center to
a cloud service [75, 116, 125]. While these efforts consider issues such as cost and
wide-area latency like we do, none of them seek to provide a storage service with a
unified view to geo-replicated storage. Some others compare the performance offered
by various cloud services [92, 39]. However, these efforts do not consider issues such
as cost and consistency. In this dissertation, I examine the benefits that application
providers can obtain by taking the use of cloud services to the next level—spreading
web services across multiple cloud infrastructure services.
Choosing among cloud services. Recently, there have been some efforts at
measuring and characterizing the performance offered by various cloud services [92,
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39]. The focus in these efforts has been either to enable application providers to
choose between cloud services (with the application being deployed on one of them)
or to monitor an application deployed on a cloud service. The focus of my study
instead is to understand the latency and benefits of deploying web services across
multiple cloud services.
Using multiple cloud services. Several previously developed systems have also
considered the use of multiple cloud service providers for storing data. RACS [44]
proposes replicating data across multiple cloud providers to obtain similar benefits as
RAID disk arrays. SafeStore [85] tries to improve data durability leveraging multi-
cloud deployment. DEPSKY [57] uses multi-cloud to increase reliability and security
of critical data. MetaStorage [56] addresses cloud vendor lock-in issue leveraging
multi-cloud deployment. However, all of these systems focus on issues pertaining to
availability, durability, vendor lock-in, performance, and consistency. None of these
systems seek to minimize cost by exploiting pricing discrepancies across providers,
which is one of the main contribution of this dissertation.
Other complementary efforts have focused on utilizing compute resources from
multiple cloud providers. AppScale [64] enables portability of applications across
cloud services, but without any attempt to minimize cost. Conductor [121] orches-
trates the execution of MapReduce jobs across multiple cloud providers in a manner
that minimizes cost. In contrast to these systems, I focus on unifying the use of stor-
age resources across multiple providers. Moreover, I envision application deployments
spanning multiple cloud services and explore the latency benefits from multi-cloud
deployments.
Trading off cost and performance. Zhang et al. [133] showed how a service
provider can trade off cost versus performance by jointly optimizing network routing
and client redirection. In contrast, web services deployed on cloud services have little
control over Internet routing. Moreover, since costs of running a web service are cru-
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cially dependent on its workload and implementation architecture, the computation
of costs are best left to web service administrators. Our goal instead is to evaluate the
potential latency gains of multi-cloud deployments, narrow down on the regions in
which users would benefit the most, and highlight the challenges in harnessing these
latency benefits.
Minerva [47], Hippodrome [50], scc [101] and Rome [122] automate the provi-
sioning of cost-effective storage configurations while accounting for workload char-
acterizations. Though these systems share a similar goal of minimizing service cost
as ours, their setting is restricted to storage clusters deployed within a data center.
This dissertation focuses on geo-replicated storage, and so its deployment strategies
must account for inter-data center latencies and multiple administrative domains.
Farsite [45] provides scalable storage in an untrusted environment and shares some
techniques with our SPANStore system (Chapter IV), e.g., lazily propagating updates.
However, Farsite does not consider any optimizations in reducing cost.
2.2 Improving performance of distributed storage
Cloud performance studies. Prior studies have compared the performance of-
fered by different cloud providers [92], reverse-engineered cloud service internals [110],
and studied application deployments on the cloud [79]. Our measurement study of
Azure and S3 (Chapter III) is the first to quantify the latency variance on these storage
services and to characterize the impact of different forms of redundancy. Moreover,
unlike Bodik et al. [58], who focused on characterizing and modeling spikes in ap-
plication workloads, our measurements show that an application using cloud storage
can suffer latency spikes even when there is no spike in that application’s workload.
Reducing storage tail latencies. Reducing storage tail latencies has been a
major focus in storage system design, as high tail latency of single storage requests can
greatly impact median application performance. One of the most popular techniques
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used to reduce tail latencies is to increase request redundancy, so that the earliest
response can be considered. The approach of issuing redundant requests to reduce tail
latencies has been considered previously [67, 120], but the focus has primarily been on
understanding the implications of redundancy on system load. Before this, redundant
task execution was also used to reduce runtimes of analytics jobs by eliminating
stragglers [129, 48]. In contrast, our CosTLO system (Chapter III) demonstrates
how the approach of using redundant requests should be applied in the context of
cloud storage services, in order to meet latency SLOs while minimizing cost overhead.
Also, in Chapter V, we show how to apply this technique in a new setting—geo-
replicated storage with shared data on third-party infrastructure—to satisfy a new
goal: reducing latency variance while providing strong consistency.
Some application providers such as Facebook use in-memory caching of data to
reduce tail latencies [107]. However, caching cannot reduce tail latencies associated
with PUT requests. Moreover, caching at a single data center cannot tackle latency
spikes on Internet paths, and not all application providers will be able to afford caches
at multiple data centers that can accommodate enough data to reduce 99th percentile
GET latencies.
Combining cloud providers to improve performance. Others have com-
bined the use of multiple cloud providers to improve availability [44, 85], to offer
more secure storage [57], and to reduce cost [121]. This dissertation takes advantage
of multi-cloud web service deployment to improve web service performance as well.
It uses cloud storage services offered by multiple providers because 1) the combina-
tion offers more data center pairs that are close to each other (Chapter IV), and 2)
latency spikes on the Internet paths to data centers in different cloud services are
uncorrelated (Chapter III).
Redesigning cloud services. Several recent proposals redesign storage systems
and data centers to improve storage latency performance [115], to offer bandwidth
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guarantees to tenants [54, 108, 55, 118], or to ensure predictable completion times for
TCP flows [130, 81, 124]. However, all of these proposals require modifications to a
cloud service’s infrastructure. It is unclear when, and if, cloud services will revamp
their infrastructure to these more complex architectures. Therefore, this dissertation
instead considers the scenarios that web services cannot change underlying cloud
systems and develop solutions that can satisfy latency requirements for applications
deployed on the cloud without having to wait for any modifications to cloud services.
Moreover, our CRIC system (Chapter V) enables functionality—synchronization of
replicas across the data centers of multiple cloud providers—that no cloud provider
has the incentive to offer.
2.3 Low-latency geo-replicated storage
Replication protocols. Paxos [90] is considered to be the standard solution
for achieving strongly consistent data replication. It makes minimum assumptions
about system hardware and its correctness is well studied and proved. However, it
is known to incur high latency when being used in the wide-area setting, since every
storage request requires two round of wide area communication, which is intolerable
for many applications. Therefore, there are many Paxos variants proposed recently to
improve its latency with some workload assumptions. For example, Fast Paxos [91]
can commit writes in one round when request conflicts are rare. Multi-Paxos [62]
can commit writes in one round with a stable leader. And EPaxos [105] can commit
writes in one round with a pre-defined request conflict resolution mechanism. All
of these replication protocols are well studied for transactional storage. However,
none of these protocols have paid attention to the fact that whether web services are
deployed across data centers they own or on third-party cloud infrastructure, which
is the main problem we try to address in the CRIC system (Chapter V).
Other than Paxos protocol, there are other replication protocols that can achieve
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data replication. For example, Lynx [132] and Azure RTable [17] use chain replication
to achieve serializable transactions. In contrast to chain replication, which sacrifices
write latency for read latency, Paxos replication permits both read and write opera-
tions to complete while waiting for responses from only the nearest quorum of nodes.
Therefore, in this dissertation, we mainly focus on leveraging the Paxos protocol to
achieve strongly consistent data replication.
Many advancements in reducing commit latency also stem from the development
of new protocols that reduce network communication in the common case [91, 86,
105, 109, 66, 131, 106, 94, 70]. Building upon these protocols, my contribution lies in
improving data replication efficiency and optimizing read and write latency without
introducing intermediate virtual machines to enrich the interface to cloud storage.
Latency vs. consistency trade-off. Numerous systems strive to provide fast
performance and stronger-than-eventual consistency across the wide area. Recent
examples include Walter [114], Spanner [66], Gemini [93], COPS [96], and Eiger [97].
Given that wide-area storage systems cannot simultaneously guarantee both the
strongest forms of consistency and low latency [102], these systems strive to push
the envelope along one or both of those dimensions. However, none of these systems
focus on minimizing cost while meeting performance goals, which is our primary goal.
In fact, most of these systems replicate all data to all data centers, and all data cen-
ters are assumed to be under one administrative domain. We believe that the work
presented in this dissertation can be adapted to achieve the consistency models and
performance that these systems offer at lower cost.
Many storage systems allow (or require) applications to choose weak consistency
guarantees in exchange for higher availability and lower latency [96, 97, 93, 117, 88,
68]. Incremental consistency [74] allows an application to speculatively process data
based on what it currently knows about the consistency of the data, requiring the
application to implement rollback behavior as appropriate. The SNOW theorem [98]
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explores this tradeoff space in detail, showing that no transaction protocol can provide
non-blocking consistent reads in the presence of conflicting writes. Taking these guar-
antees one step further, Olive takes advantage of conditional writes in cloud storage to
provide exactly-once semantics for application logic in the presence of failures [111].
In contrast, my CRIC system (Chapter V) guarantees strong consistency to provide
the simplest storage semantics and, like Olive, uses conditional writes to achieve this.
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CHAPTER III
Lower Latency Variance on Cloud Storage Services
Minimizing user-perceived latencies is critical for many applications as even hun-
dreds of milliseconds of additional delay can significantly lower revenue [60, 43, 113].
Large-scale cloud services aid application providers in this regard by enabling them
to serve every user from the closest among several geographically distributed data
centers. For example, our measurements from over 120 PlanetLab nodes across the
globe show that, when every node downloads 1 KB-sized objects from the closest Mi-
crosoft Azure data center, the median download latency is less than 100ms for over
90% of the nodes.
However, on today’s cloud services, both fetching and storing content are associ-
ated with high latency variance. For example, for over 70% of the same 120 nodes
considered above, the 99th percentile and median download latencies from the closest
Azure data center differ by 100ms or more. These high tail latencies are problematic
both for popular applications where even 1% of traffic corresponds to a significant
volume of requests [68], and for applications where a single request issued by an
end-host requires the application to fetch several objects (e.g., web page loads) and
user-perceived latency is constrained by the object fetched last. For example, our
measurements show that latency variance in S3 more than doubles the median page
load time for 50% of PlanetLab nodes when fetching a webpage containing 50 objects.
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To enable application providers to avail of the cost benefits enabled by cloud ser-
vices, without having latency variance degrade user experience, we develop CosTLO
(Cost-effective Tail Latency Optimizer). Since we observe that the high latency vari-
ance is caused predominantly by isolated latency spikes, CosTLO uses the well-known
approach [120, 67] for reducing variance by augmenting every GET/PUT request with
a set of redundant requests, so that the earliest response can be considered. We tackle
three key challenges in using this redundancy-based approach in CosTLO.
First, the end-to-end latency when any end-host uploads to or downloads from
a cloud storage service has several components: latency over the Internet, latency
over the cloud service’s data center network, and latency within the storage service.
To tackle the variance in all of these components, CosTLO exploits the fact that
redundant requests to cloud storage services can be issued in a variety of ways, each
of which impacts a different component of end-to-end latency. For example, while
issuing redundant requests to the same object may elicit an earlier response due to
differences in load across servers hosting replicas of the object, one can further reduce
the impact of server load by issuing redundant requests to a set of objects which are
all copies of the object being accessed. Alternatively, to reduce the impact of spikes in
data center network latency, redundant requests can be issued to different front-ends
of the storage service or relayed to the same front-end via different virtual machines
(VMs). Furthermore, when a client is accessing an object stored in a particular data
center, redundant requests can be issued to copies of the object in other data centers
in order to tackle the variance in Internet latencies.
However, not all forms of redundancy have utility in practice due to the complex
architectures of cloud services. Therefore, we also empirically evaluate the ways in
which redundant requests should be issued for CosTLO’s approach to be viable on
Amazon S3 and Microsoft Azure, the two largest cloud storage services today. For
example, when issuing concurrent requests to multiple data centers, we find that it
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is essential to leverage storage services offered by multiple cloud providers; utilizing
a single cloud provider’s data centers is insufficient to tame the variance in Internet
latencies. Our study also shows that, due to load balancing within the data center
networks of cloud services, concurrent requests to the same front-end of a storage ser-
vice are sufficient to tackle spikes in data center network latencies, and more complex
approaches are unnecessary. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
identifies the key causes for latency variance in cloud storage services and studies the
impact of different forms of redundancy.
Third, the number of configurations in which CosTLO can implement redundancy
is unbounded—not only can CosTLO combine the use of various forms of redundancy,
but it can also vary the number of redundant requests, the probability with which it
issues redundant requests, etc.—and the impact on cost and latencies varies signifi-
cantly across configurations. Therefore, for CosTLO to add redundancy in a manner
that satisfies an application’s goals for latency variance cost-effectively, it becomes
essential that CosTLO be able to 1) estimate, rather than measure, the cost and la-
tencies associated with any particular configuration, and 2) search for a cost-effective
configuration, instead of enumerating through all possible configurations. To address
these challenges, 1) we model the load balancing and replication within cloud storage
services in order to accurately capture the dependencies between concurrent requests,
and 2) we develop an efficient algorithm to identify a cost-effective CosTLO configu-
ration that can keep latency variance below a target. Note that no prior work that
uses redundant requests seeks to minimize cost.
We have implemented and deployed CosTLO across all data centers in S3 and
Azure. To evaluate CosTLO, we use PlanetLab nodes at 120 sites as clients and
replay a trace of Wikipedia’s workload. Our results show that CosTLO can reduce
the spread between 99th percentile and median GET latencies by 50% for the median
PlanetLab node, with only a 25% increase in cost.
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3.1 Characterizing Latency Variance
We begin with a measurement study of Amazon S3 and Microsoft Azure. We
1) quantify the latency variance when using these services, 2) analyze the impact of
latency variance on applications, and 3) identify the dominant causes of this variance.
Overview of measurements. To analyze client-perceived latencies when down-
loading from and uploading to cloud storage services, we gather two types of mea-
surements for a week. First, we use 120 PlanetLab nodes across the world as repre-
sentative end-hosts. Once every 3 seconds, every node uploaded a new object to and
downloaded a previously stored object from the S3 and Azure data centers to which
the node has the lowest median RTT. Second, from “small instance” VMs in every
S3 and every Azure data center, we issued one GET and one PUT per second to the
local storage service. In all cases, every GET from a data center was for a 1 KB
object selected at random from 1M objects of that size stored at that data center,
and every PUT was for a new 1 KB object. To minimize the impact of client-side
overheads, we measure GET and PUT latencies on PlanetLab nodes as well as on
VMs using timings from tcpdump.
In addition, we leverage logs exported by S3 [34] and Azure [42] to break down
end-to-end latency minus DNS resolution time into its two components: 1) latency
within the storage service (i.e., duration between when a request was received at one
of the storage service’s front-ends and when the response left the storage service),
and 2) latency over the network (i.e., for the request to travel from the end-host/VM
to a front-end of the storage service and for the response to travel back). We extract
storage service latency directly from the storage service logs, and we can infer network
latency by subtracting storage service latency from end-to-end request latency.
Quantifying latency variance. Figure 3.1 shows the distribution across nodes
of the spread in latencies; for every node, we plot the absolute and relative difference
























































Figure 3.1: (a) Absolute and (b) relative inflation in 99th percentile latency with
respect to median. Logscale x-axis in (b).
PlanetLab node sees an absolute inflation greater than 200ms (70ms) in the 99th per-
centile PUT (GET) latency as compared to the median latency; the median relative
inflation is greater than 2x in both PUTs and GETs. To show that this high latency
variance is not due to high load or slow access links of PlanetLab nodes, Figure 3.1
also plots for every node the difference between 99th percentile and median latency
to the node closest to it among all PlanetLab nodes.
Impact on applications. To show that high latency variance can significantly
degrade application performance, we conduct measurement studies in two application
scenarios. The first one is a web service that serves static webpages containing 50
objects. The second one is a social network application, where an update from a user
triggers a synchronization mechanism to make all of the user’s followers fetch that
update. In both applications, one user-level request requires the application to issue
several requests to cloud storage, and user-perceived latency is constrained by the
request that finishes last. We consider a setting in which (1) users only fetch objects
from their closest data centers, (2) every user in the social network application has



















































Figure 3.2: (a) Absolute and (b) relative inflation in median user-level request latency
with respect to ideal latency. Note logscale on x-axis in both graphs.
We setup clients on PlanetLab nodes and applications on S3, emulate interactions
between users and applications using real world traces [30, 95], and measure the page
load time/sync completion time.
Ideally, with no latency variance, in the webpage application, page load time
should be the same as the latency of fetching a single object if clients fetch all objects
on the page in parallel, and in the social network application, the sync completion time
should be the same as the latency incurred by the farthest follower to fetch a single
object. However, Figure 3.2 shows that, for over 80% of PlanetLab nodes, latency
variance causes at least 50ms latency inflation in the median page load time and at
least 100ms latency inflation in the median sync completion time. This corresponds
to a 2x relative inflation for more than 50% of users.
Causes for tail latencies. We observe two characteristics that dictate which
solutions can potentially reduce the tail of these latency distributions.
First, we find that neither are the top 1% of latency samples clustered together in
time nor are they correlated with time of day. Thus, the tail of the latency distribu-
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Figure 3.3: Breakdown of components of tail latencies.
Therefore, a solution that monitors load and reacts to latency spikes will be ineffective.
Second, Figure 3.3(a) shows that all three components of end-to-end latency sig-
nificantly influence tail latency values. DNS latency, network latency, and latency
within the storage service account for over half the end-to-end latency on more than
40%, 25%, and 20% of tail latency samples. Since network latencies as measured from
PlanetLab nodes conflate latencies over the Internet and within the cloud service’s
data center network, we also study the composition of tail latencies as seen in our
measurements from VMs to the local storage service. In this case too, Figure 3.3(b)
shows that both components of end-to-end latency—latency within the storage ser-
vice, and latency over the data center network—contribute significantly to a large
fraction of tail latency samples. Thus, any solution that reduces latency variance will
have to address all of these sources of latency spikes.
3.2 Overview of CosTLO
Goal. We design CosTLO to meet any application’s service-level objectives (SLOs)
for the extent to which it seeks to reduce latency variance for its users. To ensure
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that CosTLO is broadly applicable across several classes of applications, we consider
the most fundamental SLO that applications can build upon—SLOs that bound the
variance of the latencies of individual PUT/GET operations; we discuss CosTLO’s
ability to handle more complex application-specific SLOs in Section 3.5.
Though there are several ways in which such SLOs can be specified, we do not
consider SLOs that bound the absolute value of, say, 99th percentile GET/PUT la-
tency; due to the non-uniform geographic distribution of data centers, a single bound
on tail latencies for all end-hosts will not help reduce latency variance for end-hosts
with proximate data centers. Instead, we focus on SLOs that limit the tail latencies
for any end-host relative to the latency distribution experienced by that end-host.
Specifically, we consider SLOs which bound the difference, for any end-host, between
99th percentile latency and its baseline median latency (i.e., the median latency that
it experiences without CosTLO). Every application specifies such a bound separately
for GETs and PUTs.
Approach. Since tail latency samples are dominated by isolated spikes, our high-
level approach is to augment any GET/PUT request with a set of redundant requests,
so that the first response can be considered. Though this is a well-known approach
for reducing tail latencies [120, 67, 49], CosTLO is unique in exploiting several ways
of issuing redundant requests in combination.
For example, consider downloads from the closest S3 data center at the PlanetLab
node in University of Kansas. When this client fetches objects by issuing single GET
requests, the difference between the 99th percentile and median latencies is 214ms.
The simplest way to reduce variance is to have the client issue two concurrent GET
requests to download an object (Figure 3.4(a)). This decreases the gap between
99th percentile and baseline median latency to 110ms, but doubles the cost for GET
operations and network bandwidth. Alternatively, the client can issue a single GET
























Figure 3.4: Illustration of various ways in which CosTLO can concurrently issue
requests: (a) to a single object in a storage service, (b) to a single object via a relay
VM, (c) to storage services in multiple data centers, or (d) via multiple relay VMs.
requested object to the local storage service (Figure 3.4(b)). While this adds VM costs
and the 99th percentile latency is now 135ms higher than the baseline median latency,
relaying redundant requests via VMs reduces bandwidth costs (since a single copy of
the object leaves the data center). A third option is to have the client concurrently
fetch copies of the object from multiple data centers (Figure 3.4(c)), e.g., the two
closest S3 data centers. This strategy—the best of the three options in terms of
reducing variance (inflation in 99th percentile compared to baseline median drops to
34ms)—eliminates the overhead of VM costs but increases storage costs.
Challenges. This example illustrates how various forms of redundancy differ in
the tradeoff between reducing variance and increasing cost. Choosing from these
























99th percentile / baseline median
1x S3[1]
2x S3[1]
1x S3[1] + 1x S3[2]
1x S3[1] + 1x S3/Azure[2]
Figure 3.5: Impact on Internet tail latencies of different ways to send two concurrent
requests. Logscale on x-axis.
• Large configuration space. There exist an unbounded number of configurations
in which CosTLO can issue redundant requests. This is not only because the degree
of parallelism is unbounded, but also because different types of redundancy can be
combined with each other. For example, Figure 3.4(d) shows a configuration that
both 1) uses multiple relay VMs to route around latency spikes in the data center
network, and 2) issues requests to different objects that are copies of each other.
This unbounded configuration space makes it impossible to simply measure the
latency distribution offered by every candidate configuration of CosTLO.
• Complex service architectures. However, predicting the impact on latencies
of any particular approach for issuing redundant requests is complicated by the
fact that we have little visibility into the architecture of any cloud storage service.
As we describe later, due to correlations between concurrent requests, we cannot
estimate the latencies obtained with k concurrent requests simply by considering
the minimum of k independent samples of a single request’s latency distribution.
• Multi-dimensional pricing policies. Finally, minimizing CosTLO’s cost over-
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Measurement study highlighting viable options for
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Explicitly modeling the sources of concurrent requests’
correlations in Internet latency, data center network
latency, and cloud storage latency
§ 3.4.3
Table 3.1: Overview of techniques developed to build CosTLO.
combination of storage, request, VM, and bandwidth costs. Each of the potential
ways in which redundant requests can be issued impacts a subset of these pric-
ing dimensions, and the extent to which it does so depends on the application’s
workload.
































Figure 3.7: Different ways of exploiting path diversity in the data center network.
Note logscale on x-axis.
3.3 Characterizing Configuration Space
CosTLO’s approach of issuing redundant requests to reduce tail latencies can
broadly be applied in two ways. One way is to concurrently issue the same request
multiple times in order to implicitly exploit load balancing in the Internet or in-
side cloud services. For example, issuing multiple GET requests concurrently to the
same object may lower latencies either because different requests take different paths
through the Internet to the same data center, or because different requests may be
served by different storage servers that host replicas of the same object. An alternate
way is to explicitly enforce diversity by concurrently issuing a set of requests that
differ from each other, yet have the same effect, e.g., by storing multiple copies of an
object and issuing concurrent requests to different copies, or by issuing concurrent
requests to different front-ends of a storage service.
Here, we empirically evaluate on both S3 and Azure the efficacy of several ap-
proaches for reducing tail latencies in three components of end-to-end latency: In-
ternet latency, data center network latency, and latency in the storage service. We
ignore DNS latency since applications often do not control how clients perform DNS
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lookups and concurrently querying multiple nameservers to reduce DNS latencies has
no impact on cost.
3.3.1 Internet latencies
To examine the utility of different approaches on reducing Internet tail latencies,
we issue pairs of concurrent GET requests from each PlanetLab node in three differ-
ent ways and then compare the measured tail latencies with those seen with single
requests. We use the notation “nx C[m]” to denote a setting in which every Planet-
Lab node issues n concurrent requests to its mth closest data center in cloud C, where
C is either S3, Azure, or the union of data centers in the two (“S3/Azure”).
Multiple requests to same data center. To account for spikes in Internet
latency, we first consider every end-host concurrently issuing multiple requests to the
storage service in the data center closest to it. Load balancing in the Internet [52] may
result in concurrent requests taking different paths to the same data center.1 However,
as shown by the “2x S3[1]” line in Figure 3.5, though issuing two concurrent requests
to the same data center does reduce the inflation in tail latencies, relative inflation
seen at the median PlanetLab node remains close to 2x; the “1x S3[1]” line represents
the baseline where end-hosts issue single GET requests to their closest data center.
Requests to multiple data centers. Since path diversity to the same data cen-
ter is insufficient to tame Internet latency spikes, we next consider issuing concurrent
requests to multiple data centers; in addition to a GET request to its closest S3 data
center, we have every node issue a GET request in parallel to its second closest S3
data center. The “1x S3[1] + 1x S3[2]” line in Figure 3.5 shows that this strategy
offers little benefit in reducing latency variance. This is because, for most PlanetLab
nodes, the second closest data center is too far to help tame latency spikes to the
node’s closest data center.
1Multiple requests may also help in surviving packet losses. However, loss rates in our measure-
ments are below 0.1%, thus making them an insignificant factor in causing latency spikes.
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The root cause for this is that any particular cloud service provider provisions its
data centers in a manner that maximizes geographical coverage. Hence, any pair of
data centers in the same cloud service are distant from each other. For example, the
“S3[2]” line in Figure 3.6 shows that RTT to the second closest data center in S3 is
40ms greater than the RTT to the closest S3 data center for over 80% of PlanetLab
nodes.
Leveraging multiple cloud providers. Though a single cloud provider’s data
centers are distant from each other, we observe that different cloud providers often
have nearby data centers. For example, Figure 3.6 shows that, for over 80% of
PlanetLab nodes, RTT to the second closest data center across S3 and Azure is
within 25ms of the RTT to the closest S3 data center.
Therefore, leveraging the fact that storage services offered by all cloud providers
largely offer the same PUT/GET interface, every client of an application can down-
load copies of an object in parallel from 1) the closest data center among the ones
on which the application is deployed, and 2) the second closest data center across
all storage services that offer a PUT/GET interface. Figure 3.5 shows that doing so
reduces the inflation in 99th percentile GET latency to be less than 1.5x the baseline
median at 70% of PlanetLab nodes. Note that the application itself can be deployed
across a single cloud provider’s data centers. As we describe later (Section 3.4.1),
CosTLO can maintain copies of objects without the application’s knowledge.
3.3.2 Data center network latencies
Next, we consider strategies for tackling latency spikes within a cloud service’s
data center network.
In this case, we first attempt to implicitly exploit path diversity by issuing the
same PUT/GET request multiple times in parallel from a VM to the local storage
service. Load balancing within the data center network [73] may cause concurrent
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requests to take different routes to the same front-end of the storage service, thus
enabling us to avoid latency spikes that occur on any one path.
Alternatively, we can explicitly exploit path diversity in two ways. When a VM
issues a GET/PUT to the local storage service, we can either relay each request
through a different VM (Figure 3.4(d)), or issue each request to a different front-end
of the storage service. While the latter approach is applicable in S3, all requests issued
by the same tenant are submitted to the same front-end [61] in Azure. Therefore, we
only consider here the former way of explicitly exploiting path diversity.
In one of Azure’s data centers, Figure 3.7 compares the distribution of tail latencies
over the network in three scenarios for how a VM downloads objects from the local
storage service: 1) a single request is issued, 2) concurrent requests are issued directly
to the same front-end, and 3) concurrent requests are relayed via different VMs. In the
latter two cases, we experiment with different levels of parallelism. We see that both
implicit and explicit exploitation of path diversity significantly reduce tail latencies,
with higher levels of parallelism offering greater reduction. However, using VMs as
relays adds some overhead, likely due to requests traversing longer routes.
3.3.3 Storage service latencies
Finally, we evaluate two approaches for reducing latency spikes within the storage
service, i.e., latency between when a request is received at a front-end and when it
sends back the response. When issuing n concurrent requests to a storage service, we
either issue all n requests for the same object or to n different objects. The former
attempts to implicitly leverage the replication of objects within the storage service,
whereas the latter explicitly creates and utilizes copies of objects. In either case, if
concurrent requests are served by different storage servers, latency spikes at any one
server can be overridden by other servers that are lightly loaded.

























































Figure 3.8: Impact on storage service tail latency inflation when issuing concurrent
requests to (a) the same object, and (b) to different objects. Note logscale on y-axis.
for issuing concurrent requests significantly reduce tail GET and PUT latencies. How-
ever, the takeaways differ between Azure and S3. On S3, irrespective of whether we
issue multiple requests to the same object or to different objects, the reduction in 99th
percentile latency tails off with increasing parallelism. As seen later in Section 3.4,
this is because, in S3, concurrent requests from a VM incur the same latency over the
network, which becomes the bottleneck in the tail. In contrast, on Azure, 99th per-
centile GET latencies do not reduce further when more than two concurrent requests
are issued to the same object, but tail GET latencies continue to drop significantly
with increasing parallelism when concurrent requests are issued to different objects.
In the case of PUTs, the benefits of redundancy tail off at parallelism levels greater
than two due to Azure’s serialization of PUTs issued by the same tenant [61].
Besides using multiple copies of objects, erasure coding [69] is another approach
to explicitly create data redundancy. It is more cost effective than creating full copies
of objects since the additional storage for redundancy is only a fraction of the full





























Figure 3.9: CosTLO architecture; VMs that run measurement agents are not shown.
erasure coding cannot reduce the latency variance in writes since all splits of data
need to be updated. Second, because our target objects are small, reading a split of
an object from disk will take similar latency as reading a full copy of the object.
3.3.4 Takeaways
In summary, our measurement study highlights the following viable options for
CosTLO to reduce latency variance via redundancy. First, CosTLO can tackle spikes
in Internet latencies by issuing multiple requests to a client’s closest data center. If
greater reduction in Internet tail latencies is desired, CosTLO must concurrently issue
requests to the two closest data centers to the client from the union of data centers
in multiple cloud services. Second, for latency spikes in a data center’s network, it
suffices to issue multiple requests to the storage service in that data center. While
explicitly relaying requests via VMs may help reduce bandwidth costs (as seen in
our example earlier in Section 3.2), they do not offer additional benefits in reducing
latencies. Finally, for latency spikes within the storage service, CosTLO can issue
multiple requests either to the same object or to different objects that are all copies










Figure 3.10: Illustration of a configuration in which the tuples for data centers D1
and D2 are (Copies=1, ReqPerCopy=2, VM=False) and (Copies=3, ReqPerCopy=1,
VM=True). All edges are annotated with the name of the object for which GET
requests are issued when the client requests object Obj.
3.4 Cost-effective Support for SLOs
Next, we describe how CosTLO combines the use of the above-mentioned viable
redundancy options in order to satisfy an application’s SLO cost-effectively.
3.4.1 System architecture
Application interface. As shown in Figure 3.9, application code on end-hosts
links to CosTLO’s client library and uses the GET operation2 in this library to fetch
data from cloud storage. The client library issues a set of GET requests to download
an object and returns the object’s data to the application as soon as any one GET
completes. Unlike downloads, we let client-side application code upload data to its
own VMs, because the application may need to update application-specific metadata
2When ambiguous, we refer to applications invoking CosTLO’s GET/PUT operations, and
CosTLO issuing GET/PUT requests to storage services.
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before writing user-uploaded data to cloud storage. The application code in these
VMs links to CosTLO’s VM library and invokes the PUT operation in this library
to write data to the local storage service. The VM library in turn issues a set of
PUT requests to the local storage service, and informs the application that the PUT
operation is complete once any one of the PUT requests finishes. CosTLO offers the
same consistency semantics as S3 [7]: read-after-write consistency for PUTs of new
objects and eventual consistency for overwrite PUTs; we discuss how CosTLO can
support strong consistency later in Section 3.6.
Configuration selection. CosTLO’s central ConfSelector selects the configura-
tion in which its client library and VM library should serve PUTs and GETs. Con-
fSelector divides time into epochs, and at the start of every epoch, it selects a new
configuration separately for every IP prefix, since Internet latencies to any particular
data center are similar from all end-hosts in a prefix [100]. To exploit weekly stability
in workloads [46], we set epoch durations to one week; we do not consider exploiting
diurnal workload patterns because we observe good cost-efficiency even when only
leveraging weekly workloads stability. At the start of every epoch, the CosTLO li-
brary on every end-host and instances of CosTLO’s VM library in every data center
fetch the configurations that are relevant to them. Since all objects accessed by a
client are replicated as per the configuration associated with the client’s prefix, no
per-object metadata is necessary. If a client loses its state, it simply re-fetches the
configuration in the current epoch for its prefix from ConfSelector.
In the rest of this section, we address three questions: 1) how does ConfSelector
identify a cost-effective configuration of CosTLO that can satisfy the application’s
SLO?, 2) while searching for this cost-effective configuration, how does ConfSelector
estimate the tail latencies for any configuration, given that is impractical to measure
the latencies offered by every configuration?, and 3) how does CosTLO preserve data
consistency?
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3.4.2 Selecting cost-effective configuration
Characterization of workload and cloud services. To estimate the cost over-
head and latency variance associated with any CosTLO configuration, ConfSelector
1) takes as input the pricing policies at every data center, 2) uses logs exported by
cloud providers to characterize the workload imposed by clients in every prefix, and
3) employs a measurement agent at every data center. Every agent gathers three
types of measurements: 1) pings to a representative end-host in every prefix, 2) pairs
of concurrent GETs and pairs of concurrent PUTs to the local storage service, and 3)
the rates at which VMs can relay PUTs and GETs between end-hosts and the local
storage service without any queueing. We ignore the impact of VM failures on tail
latency since cloud providers guarantee over 99.95% of uptime for VMs [5, 41].
Representation of configurations. To search through the configuration space,
ConfSelector represents every candidate configuration for a prefix as follows. First, a
configuration’s representation includes two three-tuples, which specify the manner in
which end-hosts in the prefix should execute GETs. One three-tuple is for the data
center from which the application serves the prefix and another for the data center
closest to the prefix among all other data centers on which CosTLO is deployed.
Either tuple specifies 1) the number of copies of the object stored in that data center,
2) the number of requests issued to each copy, and 3) whether all of these requests
are relayed via a VM.3 Figure 3.10 depicts an example.
Second, the configuration includes one two-tuple for the manner in which CosTLO’s
VM library should serve PUTs from the prefix. We use only one tuple in this case,
since PUTs from an end-host are served solely at the data center closest to it, and
we use a two-tuple, since the VM library does not relay PUTs through other VMs.
Third, due to the inability to cancel redundant requests after getting a response,
3If necessary, these three-tuples can be extended to include other dimensions, e.g., whether each
request is issued to a different front-end. The dimensions we use here are based on the techniques
that we found to be viable in reducing tail latencies on Azure and S3 (Section 3.3).
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to reduce the cost overhead associated with redundant requests, the client/VM li-
brary initially issues a single request when serving a GET/PUT. If no response is
received for a certain period, the client/VM library times out and probabilistically
issues redundant requests concurrently as specified by the tuples described above.
The timeout period ensures that CosTLO’s redundancy is focused on requests that
incur a high latency, whereas probabilistically issuing redundant requests offers finer-
grained control over latency variance. For both PUTs and GETs, the configuration
representation specifies the values of the timeout period and probability parameters.
Considering the same example from Figure 3.10 but with 70% probability and 50ms
timeout period to issue redundant requests, the configuration would be [(1, 2, False),
(3, 1, True), 50ms, 70%] (the PUT tuple is ignored here).
Configuration search. Given this representation of the configuration space,
ConfSelector identifies a cost-effective configuration of CosTLO for any particular
prefix as follows. It initializes the configuration for a prefix to reflect the manner in
which an application serves its clients when not using CosTLO—by always issuing
only a single request to the data center closest to a client. CosTLO imposes no cost
overhead in this configuration.
Thereafter, our structured representation of the configuration space enables Con-
fSelector to step through configurations in the increasing order of cost. For this,
ConfSelector maintains a pool of candidate configurations, from which it considers
the minimum cost configuration in every step. ConfSelector computes the cost asso-
ciated with a configuration as the sum of expected costs for storage, VMs, requests,
and bandwidth based on the workload for the prefix and the manner in which the
configuration mandates that GET/PUT operations be served. If the lowest cost con-
figuration in the current pool does not satisfy the SLO, ConfSelector discards this
configuration and inserts all neighbors of this configuration into the pool of candi-



















































































Figure 3.11: Distribution of service latency difference between concurrent GET re-
quests offers evidence for GETs to an object (a) being served by one replica in Azure,
and (b) being spread across two replicas in S3. Data center network latencies for
concurrent requests are (c) uncorrelated on Azure, and (d) correlated on S3. Note
logscale on both axes of (c) and (d).
parameter in the configuration representation. For example, configurations [(1, 2,
False), 50ms, 70%] and [(2, 2, False), 50ms, 70%] are neighbors (we only show one
GET tuple here for simplicity). This process terminates once ConfSelector finds a
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(a) Azure GETs (b) S3 GETs
Figure 3.12: Scatter plot of first vs. second request GET latency when issuing two
concurrent requests to a storage service.
3.4.3 Estimating latency distribution
To identify when it has found a configuration that will satisfy the application’s
SLO, for any particular configuration for a prefix, ConfSelector must be able to esti-
mate the latency distribution that clients in that prefix will experience when served in
that configuration. For brevity, we present here ConfSelector’s estimation of latencies
only for GETs, which it computes in four steps. First, for either data center used
in the configuration, we estimate the latency distribution when a VM in that data
center concurrently issues requests to the local storage service, where the number of
requests is specified by the data center’s tuple in the configuration representation.
Second, we estimate the latency distribution for either data center’s tuple by adding
the distribution computed above with the latency distribution measured to the prefix
from a VM in that data center. Simply adding these distributions works when objects
are smaller than 1 KB, and in Section 3.6, we discuss how to extrapolate this distri-
bution for larger objects. Third, we estimate the client-perceived latency distribution
by independently sampling the latency distributions associated with either tuple in
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the configuration and considering the minimum. Finally, we adjust this distribution
to account for the timeout and probability parameters.
The primary challenge here is the first step: estimating the latency distribution
when a VM issues concurrent requests to the local storage service. This turns out
to be hard due to the dependencies between concurrent requests. While Figure 3.12
shows the correlation in latencies between two concurrent GET requests to an object
at one of Azure’s and one of S3’s data centers, we also see similar correlations for
PUTs and even when the concurrent requests are for different objects. Attempting to
model these correlations between concurrent requests by treating the cloud service as a
black box did not work well. Therefore, we explicitly model the sources of correlations:
concurrent requests may incur the same latency within the storage service if they are
served by the same storage server, or incur the same data center network latency if
they traverse the same network path.
Modeling replication in storage service. First, at every data center, we use
CosTLO’s measurements to infer the number of replicas across which the storage
service spreads requests to an object. For every pair of concurrent requests issued
during CosTLO’s measurements, we compute the difference in service latency (i.e.,
latency within the storage service) between the two requests. We then consider the
distribution of this difference across all pairs of concurrent requests to infer the num-
ber of replicas in use per object. For example, if the storage service load balances
GET requests to an object across 2 replicas, there should be a 50% chance that two
concurrent GETs fetch from the same replica, therefore the service latency differ-
ence is expected to be 0 half the time. We compare this measured distribution with
the expected distribution when the storage service spreads requests across n replicas,
where we vary the value of n. We infer the number of replicas used by the service
as the value of n for which the estimated and measured distributions most closely
match. For example, though both Azure [20] and S3 [10] are known to store 3 replicas
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of every object, Figures 3.11(a) and 3.11(b) show that the measured service latency
difference distributions closely match GETs being served from 1 replica on Azure and
from 2 replicas on S3.
On the other hand, for concurrent GETs or PUTs issued to different objects, on
both Azure and S3, we see that the latency within the storage service is uncorrelated
across requests. This is likely because cloud storage services store every object on a
randomly chosen server (e.g., by hashing the object’s name for load balancing [68]),
and hence, requests to different objects are likely to be served by different storage
servers.
Modeling load balancing in network. Next, we identify whether concurrent
requests issued to the storage service incur the same latency over the data center
network, or are their network latencies independent of each other. At any data
center, we compute the distribution obtained from the minimum of two independent
samples of the measured data center network latency distribution for a single request.
We then compare this distribution to the measured value of the minimum data center
network latency seen across two concurrent requests.
Figure 3.11(c) shows that, on Azure, the distribution obtained by independent
sampling closely matches the measured distribution, thus showing that network la-
tencies for concurrent requests are uncorrelated. Whereas, on S3, Figure 3.11(d)
shows that the measured distribution for the minimum across two requests is almost
identical to the data center network latency component of any single request; this
shows that concurrent requests on S3 incur the same network latency.
Estimating VM-to-service latency. Given these models for replication and
load balancing, we estimate the end-to-end latency distribution as follows when a
VM issues k concurrent requests to the local storage service. If concurrent requests
are known to have the same latency over the service’s data center network, we sample
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Figure 3.13: Illustration of CosTLO’s execution of PUTs.
requests; if not, we independently sample once for each request. If all k requests are
to the same object, then we randomly assign every request to one of the replicas of the
object, where the number of replicas is identified as described above. If the k requests
are for k different objects, then we assume that no two requests are served from the
same storage server. In either case, for each storage server, we independently choose
a sample from the service latency distribution for a single request and assign that to
be the service latency for all requests assigned to that server. Finally, for each of the
k requests, we sum up their assigned data center network latency and service latency
values, and estimate the end-to-end latency at the VM as the minimum of this sum
across the k requests.
Note that our latency estimation models may potentially break down at high
storage service load. But, we have not seen any evidence of this so far, since we see
the same latency distribution irrespective of whether we issue requests once every
three seconds or once every 200ms.
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3.4.4 Ensuring data consistency
CosTLO can afford to inform the application that a PUT operation is complete as
soon as any of the PUT requests that it issues to serve the operation finish, because
the underlying cloud services guarantee that the data written by a completed PUT
request will be durable [20, 10]. However, this design decision makes it challenging
for CosTLO to ensure that, eventually, all GETs for an object will consistently re-
turn the same data. First, if the application issues back-to-back or concurrent PUT
operations on the same object, redundant PUT requests that are still pending from a
completed PUT operation may potentially overwrite updates written by subsequent
PUT operations. Second, if an application VM restarts after only a subset of the
PUT requests issued to serve a PUT operation complete, the VM library will not
realize if some of the remaining PUT requests fail, thus causing some of the copies of
the object to potentially not reflect the latest update to the object.
Figure 3.13 illustrates the execution of PUTs in CosTLO accounting for these
concerns. In every data center, CosTLO maintains a set of VMs that store in memory
(with a persistent backup) the latest version number and the status of two locks LSo
and LAo for every object o stored in that data center. We use L
S
o for synchronous PUTs
to local storage service and LAo for asynchronous PUTs to remote storage services.
When serving a PUT operation on object o, the VM library first queries the local
cluster of CosTLO’s VMs to obtain lock LSo and learn o’s current version. Once it
acquires the lock, the library appends to a persistent log (maintained locally on the
VM) the update that needs to be written to o and all the PUT requests that the library
needs to issue as per the configuration for the client issuing this PUT operation. By
appending the status of every response to the log, the library ensures that it knows
which PUTs to re-issue, even across VM restarts. Once all PUT requests complete,
the library releases lock LSo , updating o’s version in the process. At some point later,
the library attempts to acquire lock LAo , and if o’s version has not changed by then,
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it updates the remaining copies of o and subsequently releases the lock. If o’s version
has changed, the library just needs to release the lock, since there exists a newer
PUT operation on this key and that PUT’s asynchronous propagation will suffice to
update the remaining copies of o.
Note that, since the application is unaware of the replication of objects across
data centers, all PUT operations on an object will be issued by the application’s
VMs in the same data center. Hence, the VM library needs to acquire locks only from
CosTLO’s VMs within the local data center, thus ensuring that locking operations
add negligible latency. Also note that, when an application issues back-to-back PUT
operations, execution of the latter PUT has to wait for the lock LSo (for the object o
being updated) to be released. This can potentially increase4 tail latencies if multiple
PUT requests need to complete before LSo is released. Therefore, in the rare case when
an application often issues back-to-back or concurrent PUTs for the same object,
the application should choose an SLO that offers no improvement in PUT latency
variance; this will ensure that CosTLO executes any PUT operation by issuing a
single PUT request.
3.5 Evaluation
We evaluate CosTLO from three perspectives: 1) its ability to satisfy latency
SLOs, 2) its cost-effectiveness in doing so, and 3) its efficiency in various respects.
We perform our evaluation from the perspective of an application deployed across all
of Amazon’s data centers. We deploy CosTLO across Azure’s and S3’s data centers,
and use PlanetLab nodes at 120 sites as clients.
4Note that we can reduce the extent of this increase in inflation by having CosTLO maintain a





























Figure 3.14: Verification of CosTLO’s ability to satisfy SLOs.
3.5.1 Ability to satisfy SLOs
SLOs on individual operations. To verify CosTLO’s ability to satisfy latency
SLOs, we mimic a deployment of Wikipedia using server-side logs of objects requested
from the English version of Wikipedia [30]. We randomly select a 1% sample from
the datasets for two consecutive weeks. We provide the workload from the first
week to ConfSelector as input, and have it select cost-effective configurations for 120
PlanetLab nodes. We then run CosTLO with every node configured in the manner
selected by ConfSelector. We replay the workload from the second week, with every
GET request assigned to a random PlanetLab node. We repeat this experiment
for four SLO values—30ms, 40ms, 50ms, and 60ms. In all cases, since we issue
GETs/PUTs to S3 and Azure, our measurements are affected by Internet congestion
and by contention with S3’s and Azure’s customers.
Figure 3.14 shows the distribution of the measured difference between the 99th
percentile and baseline median latencies at every PlanetLab node. For all SLOs, the
latency variance delivered by CosTLO is within the input SLO on most nodes; without
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Figure 3.15: CosTLO’s ability to satisfy application-specific SLOs for (a) webpage
and (b) social network applications.
greater than 60ms for 75% of PlanetLab nodes (Figure 3.1(a)). Latency variance with
CosTLO is, in fact, well below the SLO in many cases; due to discontinuous drops
in the latency distribution across neighboring configurations, as ConfSelector steps
through the configuration space, it often directly transitions from a configuration that
violates the SLO to one that exceeds it.
Note that, though we only demonstrate CosTLO’s ability to satisfy GET latency
SLOs here (because the trace from Wikipedia only contains GETs), CosTLO can also
reduce the latency variance for PUTs as described earlier. In contrast, in-memory
caching of data can only reduce tail latencies for GETs, but not for PUTs.
Application-specific SLOs. CosTLO’s design is easily extensible to handle
application-specific SLOs, rather than the SLOs for the latencies of individual PUT/GET
operations. Here, we show the results of using CosTLO to reduce user-perceived laten-
cies in the two applications from Section 3.1. In the webpage application, we modify
ConfSelector so that it uses the models in Section 3.4.3 to estimate the distribution






































(a) Requests to same object (b) Requests to different objects
Figure 3.16: Accuracy of estimating GET latency distribution for 8 concurrent GET
requests from VM to local storage service. (a and b) Comparison of latency distribu-
tions in one S3 region.
waits for at least one GET to each of these objects to complete. In the social network
application, since we need to estimate latencies from multiple users, we extend the
configuration representation in ConfSelector such that it contains the configuration
tuples of all of a user’s followers. The sync completion time is determined when all
followers have at least one GET completed. We use this modified version of Con-
fSelector to select configurations for all PlanetLab nodes and run CosTLO’s client
library on every node as per these configurations. Figure 3.15 shows that CosTLO is
able to satisfy application-specific SLOs in both applications.
3.5.2 Accuracy of estimating latency distributions
CosTLO is able to meet latency SLOs due to its accurate estimation of the end-to-
end latency distributions in any configuration. Our simple approaches of considering
the minimum of the latency distributions across data centers and of adding VM-to-
prefix and VM-to-service latency distributions work reasonably well; in either case,
























Figure 3.17: Comparison across all S3 regions of 99th percentile latencies.
here we focus on demonstrating the accuracy of our estimation of the latency distri-
bution when a VM concurrently issues a set of requests to the local storage service.
Recall that CosTLO only gathers measurements when issuing pairs of concurrent re-
quests. We evaluate its ability to estimate the latency distribution for higher levels
of parallelism.
Figures 3.16(a) and 3.16(b) compare the measured and estimated latency distri-
butions when issuing eight concurrent GETs from a VM to the local storage service;
all concurrent requests are for the same object in the former and to different ob-
jects in the latter. In both cases, our estimated latency distribution closely matches
the measured distribution, even in the tail. In contrast, if we estimate the latency
distribution for eight concurrent GETs by independently sampling the latency distri-
bution for a single request eight times and considering the minimum, we significantly
under-estimate the tail of the distribution. Additionally, Figure 3.17(c) shows that
the relative error between the measured and estimated values of the 99th percentile
GET latency is less than 5% in the median S3 region; latencies are higher for S3’s
































Figure 3.18: CosTLO’s cost-effectiveness in satisfying SLOs.
3.5.3 Cost-effectiveness
An application that uses CosTLO incurs additional costs for storing copies of
objects, for operations and bandwidth due to redundant requests, and for VMs used
either as relays or to manage locks and version numbers. We again use Wikipedia’s
workload to quantify this overhead on an application provider’s costs.
Figure 3.18 shows the relative cost overhead as a function of the latency SLO,
with the cost split into its four components. At the higher end of the examined range
of SLO values, CosTLO caps tail latency inflation at 70ms—which is less than the
inflation observed at the median node when not using CosTLO—with less than 8%
increase in cost. As the SLO decreases, i.e., as lower variance is desired, cost in-
creases initially due to an increase in the number of redundant requests. Thereafter,
as the SLO further decreases, CosTLO begins to use more relay VMs so that only
one copy of any requested object leaves the data center, thus decreasing bandwidth
costs at the expense of VM costs. As the SLO decreases further, CosTLO begins
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Figure 3.19: (a) Utility of CosTLO’s components in reducing cost and meeting SLO
= 30ms. (b) Cost inflation when not using timeout and probability parameters.
width costs. Storage costs and cost for VMs that manage locks and version numbers
remain low for all SLO values, because 1) on both Amazon’s and Microsoft’s cloud
services, storage is significantly cheaper than GET/PUT requests, VMs, and network
transfers, and 2) lock status and version numbers for all 70M objects in the English
version of Wikipedia fit into the memory of a small instance VM, which costs less
than $20 per month on EC2.
3.5.4 Utility of CosTLO’s components
CosTLO’s ability to satisfy SLOs cost-effectively crucially depends on its combined
use of various forms of issuing redundancy. We illustrate this in Figure 3.19(a) by
comparing CosTLO with several strategies that each use a subset of the dimensions
in CosTLO’s configuration space. For each strategy, we compute the fraction of
PlanetLab nodes for which it is able to satisfy an SLO of 30ms, and across the nodes
on which the strategy does meet the SLO, we compare its cost with CosTLO’s.
First, the simplest strategy S1, which only issues redundant requests to a single
copy of any object in the data center closest to any client, can meet the SLO on only
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a little over 10% of nodes. Adding the use of relay VMs (S2) reduces cost inflation
compared to CosTLO from over 200% to less than 150%, but the ability to meet the
SLO remains unchanged. We can improve the ability to satisfy the SLO by adding
the option of issuing redundant requests either to multiple copies of every object in
the closest data center or to multiple data centers. However, the fraction of nodes
on which the SLO can be met remains below 60% if we use one of these two options.
Only by combining the use of relay VMs, multiple copies of objects, and multiple
data centers is CosTLO able to meet the SLO at all nodes, at significantly lower cost.
In addition, we illustrate the utility of CosTLO waiting for a timeout period before
issuing redundant requests and issuing redundant requests probabilistically. For every
SLO in the range 30ms to 70ms, Figure 3.19(b) compares CosTLO’s cost overhead
when it uses the timeout and probability parameters versus when it does not. The
cost overhead of not using the timeout and probability parameters is low when the
SLO is extremely low or extremely high. In the former case, most PlanetLab nodes
need to issue redundant requests at all times without any timeout in order to meet the
SLO, whereas in the latter case, the SLO is satisfied for most PlanetLab nodes even
without redundant requests. However, for many intermediate SLO values—that are
neither too loose nor too stringent—not using the timeout and probability parameters
increases cost significantly, by as much as 48%.
3.5.5 Efficiency
Measurement cost. The cost associated with CosTLO’s measurements depends
on the number of latency samples necessary to accurately sample latency distribu-
tions. To quantify the stationarity in latencies, we consider a dataset of 200K latency
measurements gathered over a week from VMs in every S3 and Azure data center.
We then consider subsets of these datasets, varying the number of samples consid-
ered. In all datasets, we find that 10K samples are sufficient to obtain a reasonably
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accurate value of the 99th percentile latency. In the ping, GET, and PUT latency
measurements, the 99th percentile from a subset of 10K samples was off from the 99th
percentile in the entire dataset by only 2.9%, 3.8%, and 2.2% on average.
Thus, at every data center, CosTLO’s weekly measurement costs include: 1) 20K
GETs and PUTs (since CosTLO gathers data with pairs of concurrent requests), 2)
10K pings to every end-host prefix, and 3) one “small instance” VM (which is sufficient
to support this scale of measurements). Accounting for the roughly 120K IP prefixes
at the Internet’s edge [84], eight S3 data centers, and 13 Azure data centers, these
measurements translate to a total cost of $392 per week. These minimal measurement
costs are shared across all applications that use CosTLO.
Configuration selection runtime. We run ConfSelector to select the configu-
rations for 120 PlanetLab nodes, and we compute the average runtime per node. We
repeat this for SLO values ranging from 20ms to 100ms. Extrapolating the average
runtime per node, we estimate that, for all SLO values, ConfSelector needs less than
a day to select the configuration for all 120K edge prefixes on a server with 16 cores.
Hence, ConfSelector can identify the configurations for a particular week during the
last day of the previous week. Moreover, since ConfSelector independently selects
configurations for different prefixes, this runtime is easily reduced by parallelizing
ConfSelector’s execution across a cluster of servers.
3.6 Discussion
Strong consistency. Many applications (e.g., Google Docs) require their under-
lying storage to offer strong consistency. For such applications, CosTLO uses only
strongly consistent storage services, e.g., it can use Azure but not S3. In addition,
two modifications are necessary in the execution of a PUT operation on any object
o. First, to ensure linearizability of PUTs, the VM library synchronously updates
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Figure 3.20: (a) CosTLO’s utility in reducing latency variance when offering strong
consistency; 1 PUT request per copy. (b) latency breakdown for objects of different
sizes.
application when any one PUT request completes, the application registers for two
callbacks—1) quorumPUTsDone, for when at least one PUT request each completes
on a quorum of o’s copies, and 2) allPUTsDone, when all PUTs finish. The quo-
rumPUTsDone callback indicates to the application that subsequent GET operations
on o will fetch the latest version, if the client library waits for responses from a quorum
of copies when serving GETs.
After these changes, Figure 3.20(a) shows the PUT latency variance offered by
CosTLO when every object accessed by a PlanetLab node has one copy and two
copies, respectively, in the closest Azure data center and the second closest data
center across S3 and Azure; for this analysis, we ignore that S3 does not offer strong
consistency. Despite having to wait for PUT requests on a quorum of copies to
complete, and though a quorum of every object’s copies are stored in a different data
center than the application VMs that issue PUT operations on the object, CosTLO
more than halves the PUT latency inflation for the median node. This again highlights
the utility of redundant copies and requests, and of CosTLO’s use of multiple cloud
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services.
Latency estimation for larger objects. One can potentially extend CosTLO’s
approach for estimating latency variance to larger objects as follows. We conduct
measurements on objects from 1 KB to 256 KB when issuing one GET request at a
time to each object from a local VM, and Figure 3.20(b) shows the results from one
data center. We see that network latency is proportional to object size, and storage
service latency is a step function of object size. Although different data centers may
have different step functions (we observe that some data centers have the same storage
service latency distribution for all sizes in the 256 KB range), the smallest range that
has a fixed storage service latency distribution is until 64 KB, which is a typical block
size in distributed storage systems [63]. Therefore, to estimate latencies for objects of
different sizes, we can leverage the fact that objects with the same number of blocks
have the same storage service latency distribution.
Scale of adoption. CosTLO’s approach of issuing redundant requests makes it
unviable if all applications adopt it. However, we believe that increasing adoption of
CosTLO will emphasize the demand for latency SLOs and spur cloud providers to
suitably modify their services. In the interim, CosTLO minimizes the cost overhead
incurred by application providers who seek to improve predictability in user-perceived
latencies without having to wait for any changes to cloud services. Moreover, cloud
service providers have little control over reducing variance in the latency on the
Internet path between end-hosts and their data centers.
3.7 Summary
Our measurements of the Azure and S3 storage highlight the high variance in
latencies offered by these services. To enable applications to improve predictability,
without having to wait for these services to modify their infrastructure, we have
designed and implemented CosTLO, a framework that requires minimal changes to
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applications. Based on several insights about the causes for latency variance on cloud
storage that we glean from our measurements, our design of CosTLO judiciously
combines several instantiations of the approach of issuing redundant requests. Our
results show that, despite the unbounded configuration space and opaque cloud service
architectures, CosTLO cost-effectively enables applications to meet latency SLOs.
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CHAPTER IV
Cost-effective Data Placement in the Cloud
Today, several cloud providers offer storage as a service. Amazon S3 [6], Google
Cloud Storage (GCS) [25], and Microsoft Azure [13] are notable examples. All of
these services provide storage in several data centers distributed around the world.
Customers can store and retrieve data via PUTs and GETs without dealing with
the complexities associated with setting up and managing the underlying storage
infrastructure.
Ideally, web applications should be able to provide low-latency service to their
clients by leveraging the distributed locations for storage offered by these services.
For example, a photo sharing web service deployed across Amazon’s data centers may
serve every user from the data center closest to the user.
However, a number of realities complicate this goal. First, almost every storage
service offers an isolated pool of storage in each of its data centers, leaving replication
across data centers to applications. For example, even though Amazon’s cloud plat-
form has eight data centers, customers of its S3 storage service need to read/write
data at each data center separately. If a user in Seattle uploads a photo to a photo
sharing web service deployed on all of Amazon’s data centers, the application will
have to replicate this photo to each data center to ensure low latency access to the
photo for users in other locations.
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Second, while replicating all objects to all data centers can ensure low latency
access [96], that approach is costly and may be inefficient. Some applications may
value lower costs over the most stringent latency bounds, different applications may
demand different degrees of data consistency, some objects may only be popular in
some regions, and some clients may be near to multiple data centers, any of which
can serve them quickly. All these factors mean that no single deployment provides
the best fit for all applications and all objects. Since cloud providers do not provide
a centralized view of storage with rich semantics, every application needs to reason
on its own about where and how to replicate data to satisfy its latency goals and
consistency requirements at low cost.
To address this problem, we design and implement SPANStore (“Storage Provider
Aggregating Networked Store”), a key-value store that presents a unified view of stor-
age services present in several geographically distributed data centers. Unlike exist-
ing geo-replicated storage systems [96, 97, 114, 66], our primary focus in developing
SPANStore is to minimize the cost incurred by latency-sensitive application providers.
Three key principles guide our design of SPANStore to minimize cost.
First, SPANStore spans data centers across multiple cloud providers due to the
associated performance and cost benefits. On one hand, SPANStore can offer lower
latencies because the union of data centers across multiple cloud providers results in
a geographically denser set of data centers than any single provider’s data centers.
On the other hand, the cost of storage and networking resources can significantly
differ across cloud providers. For example, when an application hosted in the US
serves a user in China, storing the user’s data in S3’s California data center is more
expensive ($0.026 per GB) than doing so in GCS ($0.023 per GB), whereas the price
for serving data to the user has the opposite trend ($0.09 per GB in S3 vs. $0.12 per
GB in GCS). SPANStore exploits these pricing discrepancies to drive down the cost
incurred in satisfying application providers’ latency, consistency, and fault tolerance
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goals.
Second, to minimize cost, SPANStore judiciously determines where to replicate
every object and how to perform this replication. Replicating objects to a larger
diversity of locations reduces GET latencies by moving copies closer to clients, but
this additional replication increases both storage costs and the expenses necessary
to pay for the bandwidth required to propagate updates. For every object that
it stores, SPANStore addresses this trade-off by taking into consideration several
factors: the anticipated workload for the object (i.e., how often different clients access
it), the latency guarantees specified by the application that stored the object in
SPANStore, the number of failures that the application wishes to tolerate, the level
of data consistency desired by the application (e.g., strong versus eventual), and the
pricing models of storage services that SPANStore builds upon.
Lastly, SPANStore further reduces cost by minimizing the compute resources nec-
essary to offer a global view of storage. These compute resources are used to im-
plement tasks such as two-phase locking while offering strong consistency and prop-
agation of updates when offering eventual consistency. To keep costs low, we en-
sure that all data is largely exchanged directly between application virtual machines
(VMs) and the storage services that SPANStore builds upon; VMs provisioned by
SPANStore itself—rather than by application provider—are predominantly involved
only in metadata operations.
We have developed and deployed a prototype of SPANStore that spans all data
centers in the S3, Azure, and GCS storage services. In comparison to alternative
designs for geo-replicated storage (such as using the data centers in a single cloud
service or replicating every object in every data center from which it is accessed),
we see that SPANStore can lower costs by over 10x in a range of scenarios. We
have also ported two applications with disparate consistency requirements (a social
networking web service and a collaborative document editing application), and we
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find that SPANStore is able to meet latency goals for both applications.
4.1 Problem formulation
Our overarching goal in developing SPANStore is to enable applications to interact
with a single storage service, which underneath the covers uses several geographically
distributed storage services. Here, we outline our vision for how SPANStore simplifies
application development and the challenges associated with minimizing cost.
4.1.1 Setting and utility
We assume an application employing SPANStore for data storage uses only the
data centers of a single cloud service to host its computing instances, even though
(via SPANStore) it will use multiple cloud providers for data storage. This is be-
cause different cloud computing platforms significantly vary in the abstractions that
applications can build upon; an application’s implementation will require significant
customization in order for it be deployable across multiple cloud computing plat-
forms. For example, applications deployed on Amazon EC2 can utilize a range of
services such as Simple Queueing Service, Elastic Beanstalk, and Elastic Load Bal-
ancing. Other cloud computing platforms such as Azure and GCE do not offer direct
equivalents of these services.
To appreciate the utility of developing SPANStore, consider a collaborative docu-
ment editing web service (similar to Google Docs) deployed across all of EC2’s data
centers. Say this application hosts a document that is shared among three users who
are in Seattle, China, and Germany. The application has a range of choices as to
where this document could be stored. One option is to store copies of the document
at EC2’s Oregon, Tokyo, and Ireland data centers. While this ensures that GET op-
erations have low latencies, PUTs will incur latencies as high as 560ms since updates
need to be applied to all copies of the document in order to preserve the document’s
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consistency. Another option is to maintain only one copy of the document at EC2’s
Oregon data center. This makes it easier to preserve consistency and also reduces
PUT latencies to 170ms, but increases GET latencies to the same value. A third
alternative is to store a single copy of the document at Azure’s data center on the US
west coast. This deployment reduces PUT and GET latencies to below 140ms and
may significantly reduce cost, since GET and PUT operations on EC2 cost 4x and
50x, respectively, what they do on Azure.
Thus, every application has a range of replication strategies to choose from, each
of which presents a different trade-off between latency and cost. Today, the onus of
choosing from these various options on a object-by-object basis is left to individual
application developers. By developing SPANStore, we seek to simplify the develop-
ment of distributed applications by presenting a single view to geo-replicated storage
and automating the process of navigating this space of replication strategies.
4.1.2 Goals
Four objectives guide our synthesis of geographically distributed storage services
into a single key-value store.
• Minimize cost. Our primary goal is to minimize costs for applications that use
SPANStore. For this, we need to minimize the total cost across SPANStore’s use
of 1) the storage services that it unifies, and 2) the compute resources offered by
the corresponding providers.
• Respect latency SLOs. We design SPANStore to serve latency-sensitive appli-
cations that have geographically distributed deployments, and therefore stand to
benefit from the geo-replicated storage offered by SPANStore. However, the ser-
vice level objectives (SLOs)1 for GET/PUT latencies may vary across applications.
While minimizing cost for any particular application, SPANStore must strive to
1We use the term SLO instead of SLA because violations of the latency bounds are not fatal, but
need to be minimized.
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meet applications’ latency goals.
• Flexible consistency. Different applications can also vary in their requirements
for the consistency of the data they store. For example, a collaborative document
editing service requires strong consistency whereas eventual consistency may suffice
for a social networking service. SPANStore should respect requirements for strong
consistency and exploit cases where eventual consistency suffices to offer lower
latencies.
• Tolerate failures. Applications seek to tolerate failures of data centers and In-
ternet paths. However, applications may differ in the cost that they are willing to
bear for increased fault tolerance. SPANStore should account for an application’s
fault tolerance requirements while storing objects written by the application.
4.1.3 Challenges
Satisfying these goals is challenging for several reasons.
Inter-dependencies between goals. To minimize cost, it is critical that SPANStore
jointly considers an application’s latency, consistency, and fault tolerance require-
ments. For example, if an application desires strongly consistent data, the most
cost-effective strategy is for SPANStore to store all of the application’s data in the
cheapest storage service. However, serving all PUTs and GETs from a single replica
may violate the application’s latency requirements, since this replica may be dis-
tant from some of the data centers on which the application is deployed. On the
other hand, replicating the application’s data at all data centers in order to reduce
PUT/GET latencies will increase the cost for SPANStore to ensure strong consistency
of the data.
Dependence on workload. Even if two applications have the same latency,
fault tolerance, and consistency requirements, the most cost-effective solution for
storing their data may differ. The lowest cost configuration for replicating any object
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depends on several properties of an application’s workload for that object:
• The set of data centers from which the application accesses the object, e.g., an
object accessed only by users within the US can be stored only on data centers in
the US, whereas another object accessed by users worldwide needs wider replication.
• The number of PUTs and GETs issued for that object at each of these data centers,
e.g., to reduce network transfer costs, it is more cost-effective to replicate the object
more (less) if the workload is dominated by GETs (PUTs).
• The temporal variation of the workload for the object, e.g., the object may initially
receive a high fraction of PUTs and later be dominated by GETs, thus requiring a
change in the replication strategy for the object.
Multi-dimensional pricing. Cost minimization is further complicated by the
fact that any storage service prices its use based on several metrics: the amount of data
stored, the number of PUTs and GETs issued, and the amount of data transferred
out of the data center in which the service is hosted. No single storage service is
the cheapest along all dimensions. For example, one storage service may offer cheap
storage but charge high prices for network transfers, whereas another may offer cheap
network bandwidth but be expensive per PUT and GET to the service. Moreover,
some storage services (e.g., GCS) charge for network bandwidth based on the location
of the client issuing PUTs and GETs.
4.2 Why multi-cloud?
A key design decision in SPANStore is to have it span the data centers of multiple
cloud service providers. In the previous chapter, we show that how to use multi-
cloud to reduce latency variance of accessing single objects stored in cloud storage.
In this section, we motivate our design decision of leveraging multi-cloud deployments











































































































(c) EC2 (d) Azure
Figure 4.1: For applications deployed on a single cloud service (EC2 or Azure), a
storage service that spans multiple cloud services offers a larger number of data centers
(a and b) and more cheaper data centers (c and d) within a latency bound.
providers can potentially lead to reduced wide area latencies for clients and reduced
cost for applications.
4.2.0.1 Lower latencies
We first show that using multiple cloud providers can enable SPANStore to offer
lower GET/PUT latencies. For this, we instantiate VMs in each of the data centers
in EC2, Azure, and GCE. From the VM in every data center, we measure GET
latencies to the storage service in every other data center once every 5 minutes for a
week. We consider the latency between a pair of data centers as the median of the
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measurements for that pair.
Figure 4.1 shows how many other data centers are within a given latency bound
of each EC2 [4.1(a)] and Azure [4.1(b)] data center. These graphs compare the
number of nearby data centers if we only consider the single provider to the number
if we consider all three providers—Amazon, Google, and Microsoft. For a number of
latency bounds, either graph depicts the minimum, median, and maximum (across
data centers) of the number of options within the latency bound.
For nearly all latency bounds and data centers, we find that deploying across
multiple cloud providers increases the number of nearby options. SPANStore can
use this greater choice of nearby storage options to meet tighter latency SLOs, or to
meet a fixed latency SLO using fewer storage replicas (by picking locations nearby to
multiple frontends). Intuitively, this benefit occurs because different providers have
data centers in different locations, resulting in a variation in latencies to other data
centers and to clients.
4.2.0.2 Lower cost
Deploying SPANStore across multiple cloud providers also enables it to meet
latency SLOs at potentially lower cost due to the discrepancies in pricing across
providers. Figures 4.1(c) and 4.1(d) show, for each EC2 and Azure data center, the
number of other data centers within a given latency bound that are cheaper than
the local data center along some dimension (storage, PUT/GET requests, or network
bandwidth). For example, nearby Azure data centers have similar pricing, and so, no
cheaper options than local storage exist within 150ms for Azure-based services. How-
ever, for the majority of Azure-based frontends, deploying across all three providers
yields multiple storage options that are cheaper for at least some operations. Thus,
by judiciously combining resources from multiple providers, SPANStore can use these




























Figure 4.2: Overview of SPANStore’s architecture.
Note that leveraging these price discrepancies across clouds to reduce web service
cost is unlikely to result in all load being concentrated at the cheapest data center,
which could cause pricing to equalize [78] across cloud providers. This is because
workload and performance requirements vary across web services, which can result in
completely distinct replication policies and storage request execution configurations.
Therefore, different web services are likely to exploit pricing discrepancies in differing
ways. Moreover, certain distinctions in factors such as cloud system implementations
and cloud-ISP relationships will also cause the price discrepancies to remain in the
near future.
4.3 Overview of SPANStore
We design SPANStore such that every application uses a separate deployment
of SPANStore. Figure 4.2 summarizes SPANStore’s deployment for any particular
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application. At every data center in which the application is deployed, the application
issues PUT and GET requests for objects to a SPANStore library that the application
links to. The SPANStore library serves these requests by 1) looking up in-memory
metadata stored in the SPANStore-instantiated VMs in the local data center, and
thereafter 2) issuing PUTs and GETs to underlying storage services. To issue PUTs
to remote storage services, the SPANStore library may choose to relay PUT operations
via SPANStore VMs in other data centers.
The manner in which SPANStore VMs should serve PUT/GET requests for any
particular object is dictated by a central PlacementManager (PMan). We divide time
into fixed-duration epochs; an epoch lasts one hour in our current implementation.
At the start of every epoch, all SPANStore VMs transmit to PMan a summary of the
application’s workload and latencies to remote data centers measured in the previous
epoch. PMan then computes the optimal replication policies to be used for the appli-
cation’s objects based on its estimate of the application’s workload in the next epoch
and the application’s latency, consistency, and fault tolerance requirements. In our
current implementation, PMan estimates the application’s workload in a particular
epoch to be the same as that observed during the same period in the previous week.
PMan then communicates the new replication policies to SPANStore VMs at all data
centers. These replication policies dictate how SPANStore should serve the applica-
tion’s PUTs (where to write copies of an object and how to propagate updates) and
GETs (where to fetch an object from) in the next epoch.
Table 4.1 summarizes the various insights that SPANStore leverages to reduce
cost of using cloud storage services.
4.4 Determining replication policies
In this section, we discuss PMan’s determination of the replication policies used
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Figure 4.3: Overview of PMan’s inputs and output.
format in which it outputs replication policies. We then present the algorithms used
by PMan in two different data consistency scenarios.
4.4.1 Inputs and output
As shown in Figure 4.3, PMan requires three types of inputs: 1) a characteri-
zation of SPANStore’s deployment, 2) the application’s latency, fault tolerance, and
consistency requirements, and 3) a specification of the application’s workload.
Characterization of SPANStore deployment. PMan requires two pieces of
information about SPANStore’s deployment. First, it takes as input the distribution
of latencies between every pair of data centers on which SPANStore is deployed.
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These latencies include measurements of PUTs, GETs, and pings issued from a VM
in one data center to the storage service or a VM in another data center. Second,
PMan needs the pricing policy for the resources used by SPANStore. For each data
center, we specify the price per byte of storage, per PUT request, per GET request,
and per hour of usage for the type of virtual machine used by SPANStore in that data
center. We also specify, for each pair of data centers, the price per byte of network
transfer from one to the other, which is determined by the upload bandwidth pricing
at the source data center.
Application requirements. PMan also needs as input the application’s latency,
data consistency, and fault tolerance requirements. For the latency goals, we let
the application separately specify SLOs for latencies incurred by PUT and GET
operations. Either SLO is specified by a latency bound and the fraction of requests
that should incur a latency less than the specified bound.
To capture consistency needs, we ask the application developer to choose between
strong and eventual consistency. In the strong consistency case, we provide lineariz-
ability [80], i.e., all PUTs for a particular object are ordered and any GET returns
the data written by the last committed PUT for the object. In contrast, if an appli-
cation can make do with eventual consistency, SPANStore can satisfy lower latency
SLOs. Our algorithms for the eventual consistency scenario are extensible to other
consistency models such as causal consistency [96] by augmenting data transfers with
additional metadata.
In both the eventual consistency and strong consistency scenarios, the application
developer can specify the number of failures—either of data centers or of Internet
paths between data centers—that SPANStore should tolerate. As long as the number
of failures is less than the specified number, SPANStore should ensure the availability
of all GET and PUT operations while also satisfying the application’s consistency
and latency requirements. When the number of failures exceeds the specified number,
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SPANStore may make certain operations unavailable or violate latency goals in order
to ensure that consistency requirements are preserved.
Workload characterization. Lastly, PMan accounts for the application’s work-
load in two ways. First, for every object stored by an application, we ask the ap-
plication to specify the set of data centers from which it will issue PUTs and GETs
for the object. We refer to this as the access set for the object. An application can
determine the access set for an object based on the sharing pattern of that object
across users. For example, a collaborative online document editing web service knows
the set of users with whom a particular document has been shared. The access set
for the document is then the set of data centers from which the web service serves
these users. In cases where the application itself is unsure which users will access a
particular object (e.g., in a file hosting service like RapidShare), it can specify the
access set of an object as comprising all data centers on which the application is
deployed; this uncertainty will translate to higher costs. In this work, we consider
every object as having a fixed access set over its lifetime. SPANStore could account
for changes in an object’s access set over time, but at the expense of a larger number
of latency SLO violations; we defer the consideration of this scenario to future work.
Second, SPANStore’s VMs track the GET and PUT requests received from an
application to characterize its workload. Since the GET/PUT rates for individual
objects can exhibit bursty patterns (e.g., due to flash crowds), it is hard to predict
the workload of a particular object in the next epoch based on the GETs and PUTs
issued for that object in previous epochs. Therefore, SPANStore instead leverages
the stationarity that typically exists in an application’s aggregate workload, e.g.,
many applications exhibit diurnal and weekly patterns in their workload [46, 58].
Specifically, at every data center, SPANStore VMs group an application’s objects
based on their access sets. In every epoch, for every access set, the VMs at a data

































Figure 4.4: Comparison at different granularities of the stationarity in the number of
posted tweets.
the sum of the sizes of these objects, and 2) the aggregate number of PUTs and GETs
issued by the application at that data center for all objects with that access set.
To demonstrate the utility of considering aggregate workloads in this manner,
we analyze a Twitter dataset that lists the times at which 120K users in the US
posted on Twitter over a month [95]. We consider a scenario in which every user is
served from the EC2 data center closest to the user, and consider every user’s Twitter
timeline to represent an object. When a user posts a tweet, this translates to one
PUT operation on the user’s timeline and one PUT each on the timelines of each of
the user’s followers. Thus, the access set for a particular user’s timeline includes the
data centers from which the user’s followers are served.
Here, we consider those users whose timelines have their access set as all EC2 data
centers in the US. Figure 4.4 presents the stationarity in the number of PUTs when
considering the timelines of all of these users in aggregate and when considering five
popular individual users. In either case, we compare across two weeks the number of
PUTs issued in the same hour on the same day of the week, i.e., for every hour, we
compute the difference between the number of tweets in that hour and the number of
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tweets in the same hour the previous week, normalized by the latter value. Aggregate
across all users, the count for every hour is within 50% of the count for that hour the
previous week, whereas individual users often exhibit 2x and greater variability. The
greater stationarity in the aggregate workload thus enables more accurate prediction
based on historical workload measurements.
Replication policy. Given these inputs, at the beginning of every epoch, PMan
determines the replication policy to be used in the next epoch. Since we capture
workload in aggregate across all objects with the same access set, PMan determines
the replication policy separately for every access set, and SPANStore employs the
same replication strategy for all objects with the same access set. For any particular
access set, the replication policy output by PMan specifies 1) the set of data centers
that maintain copies of all objects with that access set, and 2) at each data center in
the access set, which of these copies SPANStore should read from and write to when
an application VM at that data center issues a GET or PUT on an object with that
access set.
Thus, the crux of SPANStore’s design boils down to: 1) in each epoch, how does
PMan determine the replication policy for each access set, and 2) how does SPANStore
enforce PMan-mandated replication policies during its operation, accounting for fail-
ures and changes in replication policies across epochs? We next describe separately
how SPANStore addresses the first question in the eventual consistency and strong
consistency cases, and then tackle the second question in the next section.
4.4.2 Eventual consistency
When the application can make do with eventual consistency, SPANStore can
trade-off costs for storage, PUT/GET requests, and network transfers. To see why
this is the case, let us first consider the simple replication policy where SPANStore
















(a) Full replication (b) Partial replication





















(c) Relayed update propagation (d) Two-hop relaying may
reduces bandwidth costs reduce costs further
Figure 4.5: When eventual consistency suffices, illustration of different replication
policies for access set {A, B, C, D, E, F}. In all cases, we show how PUTs from
data center A are propagated. Shaded circles are data centers that host replicas, and
dotted circles represent data centers that propagate updates. Solid arrows correspond
to transfers that impact PUT latencies, and dotted arrows represent asynchronous
propagation.
shown in Figure 4.5(a)). In this case, a GET for any object can be served from the
local storage service. Similarly, PUTs can be committed to the local storage service
and updates to an object can be propagated to other data centers in the background;
SPANStore considers a PUT as complete after writing the object to the local storage
service because of the durability guarantees offered by storage services. By serving
PUTs and GETs from the storage service in the same data center, this replication
policy minimizes GET/PUT latencies, the primary benefit of settling for eventual
consistency. In addition, serving GETs from local storage ensures that GETs do not
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incur any network transfer costs.
However, as the size of the access set increases, replicating every object at every
data center in the access set can result in high storage costs. Furthermore, as the
fraction of PUTs in the workload increase, the costs associated with PUT requests
and network transfers increase as more copies need to be kept up-to-date.
To reduce storage costs and PUT request costs, SPANStore can store replicas of
an object at fewer data centers, such that every data center in the object’s access
set has a nearby replica that can serve GETs/PUTs from this data center within the
application-specified latency SLOs. For example, as shown in Figure 4.5(b), instead
of storing a local copy, data center A can issue PUTs and GETs to the nearby replica
at Q.
However, SPANStore may incur unnecessary networking costs if it propagates a
PUT at data center A by having A directly issue a PUT to every replica. Instead, we
can capitalize on the discrepancies in pricing across different cloud services and relay
updates to the replicas via another data center that has cheaper pricing for upload
bandwidth. For example, in Figure 4.5(c), SPANStore reduces networking costs by
having A send each of its updates to P , which in turn issues a PUT for this update
to all the replicas that A has not written to directly. In some cases, it may be even
more cost-effective to have the replica to which A commits its PUTs relay updates
to a data center that has cheap network pricing, which in turn PUTs the update to
all other replicas, e.g., as shown in Figure 4.5(d).
PMan addresses this trade-off between storage, networking, and PUT/GET re-
quest costs by formulating the problem of determining the replication policy for a
given access set AS as a mixed integer program (shown in Algorithm 1; for simplic-
ity, we present the formulation without including VM costs). For every data center
i ∈ AS, PMan chooses f + 1 data centers (out of all those on which SPANStore is
deployed) which will serve as the replicas to which i issues PUTs and GETs (line 27 ).
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Algorithm 1 Replication policy selection for eventual consistency.
1: Inputs:
2: T = Duration of epoch
3: AS = Set of data centers that issue PUTs and GETs
4: f = Number of failures that SPANStore should tolerate
5: SLO, p = SLO on pth percentile of PUT/GET latencies
6: LCij = p
th percentile latency between VMs in data centers i and j
7: LSij = p
th percentile latency between a VM in data center i and the storage service in data center j
8: PUTsi,GETsi = Total no. of PUTs and GETs issued at data center i across all objects with access set AS
9: Sizeavg , Sizetotal = Avg. and total size of objects with access set AS
10: PriceGETi , P rice
PUT
i , P rice
Storage
i = Prices at data center i per GET, per PUT, and per byte per hour of
storage
11: PriceNetij = Price per byte of network transfer from data center i to j
12: Variables:
13: ∀i ∈ AS, j s.t. LSij ≤ SLO : Rij // whether j is a replica to which i issues PUTs and GETs; only permitted if a
VM at i can complete a GET/PUT on the storage service at j within the SLO
14: ∀i ∈ AS, j, k s.t. pth percentile of LCij + LSjk ≤ SLO : P
S
ijk // whether i synchronously forwards its PUTs to k
via j; only permitted if a VM at i can forward data to the storage service at j via a VM at k within the SLO
15: ∀i ∈ AS, j, k,m : PAijkm // whether i’s PUTs are asynchronously forwarded to m via j and k
16: ∀i ∈ AS, j, k s.t. j 6= k : Fijk // whether PUTs from i are relayed to k via j
17: ∀j : Cj //whether j is a replica
18: Objective: Minimize (Cost for GETs + Cost for PUTs + Storage cost)
19: // GETs issued at i fetch data only from i’s replicas






(Rij · (PriceGETj + PriceNetji · Sizeavg)))
21: // Every PUT is propagated to all replicas






(Cj · PricePUTj ) +
∑
j,k
(Fijk · PriceNetjk · Size
Avg))
23: // every replica stores one copy of every object
24: Storage cost =
∑
j
(Cj · PriceStoragej · Size
Total · T )
25: Constraints:
26: // Every data center in the access set has f + 1 GET/PUT replicas
27: ∀i ∈ AS :
∑
j
Rij = f + 1
28: // j is a replica if it is a GET/PUT replica for any i in the access set





30: // i’s PUTs must be synchronously forwarded to k iff k is one of i’s replicas




32: // For every data center in access set, its PUTs must reach every replica







34: // PUTs from i can be forwarded over the path from j to k as part of either synchronous or asynchronous
forwarding













SPANStore then stores copies of all objects with access set AS at all data centers in
the union of PUT/GET replica sets (line 29 ).
The integer program used by PMan imposes several constraints on the selection
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of replicas and how updates made by PUT operations propagate. First, whenever an
application VM in data center i issues a PUT, SPANStore synchronously propagates
the update to all the data centers in the replica set for i (line 31 ) and asynchronously
propagates the PUT to all other replicas of the object (line 33 ). Second, to minimize
networking costs, the integer program used by PMan allows for both synchronous
and asynchronous propagation of updates to be relayed via other data centers. Syn-
chronous relaying of updates must satisfy the latency SLOs (lines 13 and 14 ), whereas
in the case of asynchronous propagation of updates, relaying can optionally be over
two hops (line 15 ), as in the example in Figure 4.5(d). Finally, for every data center
i in the access set, PMan identifies the paths from data centers j to k along which
PUTs from i are transmitted during either synchronous or asynchronous propagation
(lines 35 and 36 ).
PMan solves this integer program with the objective of minimizing total cost,
which is the sum of storage cost and the cost incurred for serving GETs and PUTs.
The storage cost is simply the cost of storing one copy of every object with access
set AS at each of the replicas chosen for that access set (line 24 ). For every GET
operation at data center i, SPANStore incurs the price of one GET request at each
of i’s replicas and the cost of transferring the object over the network from those
replicas (line 20 ). In contrast, every PUT operation at any data center i incurs the
price of one PUT request each at all the replicas chosen for access set AS, and network
transfer costs are incurred on every path along which i’s PUTs are propagated (line
22 ).
4.4.3 Strong consistency
When the application using SPANStore for geo-replicated storage requires strong
consistency of data, we rely on quorum consistency [72]. Quorum consistency imposes









Figure 4.6: Example use of asymmetric quorum sets. Solid unshaded circles represent
data centers in the access set, and shaded circles are data centers that host replicas.
Directed edges represent transfers to PUT replica sets, and dashed ovals represent
GET replica sets.
1) the subset of data centers to which i commits each of its PUTs—the PUT replica
set for i—should intersect with the PUT replica set for every other data center in the
access set, and 2) the GET replica set for i should intersect with the PUT replica set
for every data center in the access set. The cardinality of these intersections should be
greater than the number of failures that the application wants SPANStore to tolerate.
In our design, we use asymmetric quorum sets [104] to instantiate quorum con-
sistency as above. With asymmetric quorum sets, the PUT and GET replica sets
for any particular data center can differ. We choose to use asymmetric quorum sets
due to the non-uniform geographic distribution of data centers. For example, as seen
in Figure 4.1(a), EC2 data centers have between 2 and 16 other data centers within
200ms of them. Figure 4.6 shows an example where, due to this non-uniform geo-
graphic distribution of data centers, asymmetric quorum sets reduce cost and help
meet lower latency SLOs.
The integer program that PMan uses for choosing replication policies in the strong
consistency setting (shown in Algorithm 2) mirrors the program for the eventual
consistency case in several ways: 1) PUTs can be relayed via other data centers to
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Algorithm 2 Replication policy selection for strong consistency.
1: Inputs:
2: Same as the inputs in the eventual consistency scenario, except
3: SLOGET , SLOPUT = SLOs on GET and PUT latencies
4: Variables:
5: ∀i ∈ AS, j : PRij // whether j is in i’s PUT replica set
6: ∀i ∈ AS, j s.t. LSij ≤ SLOGET : GRij // whether j is in i’s GET replica set; only permitted if a VM at i can
complete a GET on the storage service j within the SLO
7: ∀j : Cj // whether j is a replica
8: ∀i, j ∈ AS, k : UPijk // whether k is in the union of i’s and j’s PUT replica sets
9: ∀i, j ∈ AS, k : UGijk // whether k is in the union of i’s GET replica set and j’s PUT replica set
10: ∀i ∈ AS, j, k s.t. pth percentile of LCij + LCik + L
S
kj ≤ SLOPUT : Fikj // whether i forwards its PUTs to j via k;
only permitted if a VM at i can acquire the lock on a VM at j and then forward data to the storage service at j
via a VM at k within the SLO
11: ∀i ∈ AS, k : Rik // whether k serves as a relay from i to any of i’s PUT replicas
12: Objective: Minimize (Cost for GETs + Cost for PUTs + Storage cost)
13: // at each of i’s GET replicas, every GET from i incurs one GET request’s cost and the network cost of
transferring the object from the replica to i






(GRij · (PriceGETj + PriceNetji · Sizeavg)))
15: // every PUT from i incurs one PUT request’s cost at each of i’s PUT replicas and the network cost of trans-
ferring the object to these replicas










(Fikj · (PricePUTj + PriceNetkj · Size
avg)))
17: // every replica stores one copy of every object
18: Storage cost =
∑
j
(Cj · PriceStoragej · Size
total · T )
19: Constraints:
20: // k is in the union of i’s and j’s PUT replica sets if it is in either set
21: ∀i, j ∈ AS, k : (UPijk = 1) iff (PRik + PRjk > 0)
22: // for the PUT replica sets of any pair of data centers in access set, the sum of their cardinalities should exceed
the cardinality of their union by 2f
23: ∀i, j ∈ AS :
∑
k




24: // for any pair of data centers in access set, GET replica set of one must have intersection larger than 2f with
PUT replica set of the other
25: ∀i, j ∈ AS, k : (UGijk = 1) iff (GRik + PRjk > 0)
26: ∀i, j ∈ AS :
∑
k




27: // a PUT from i is relayed to k iff k is used to propagate i’s PUT to any of i’s PUT replicas




29: // some k must forward i’s PUTs to j iff j is in i’s PUT replica set




31: // a data center is a replica if it is either a PUT replica or a GET replica for any data center in access set
32: ∀j : (Cj = 1) iff (
∑
i∈AS
(GRij + PRij) > 0)
reduce networking costs (lines 10 and 11, and 27–30 ), 2) storage costs are incurred
for maintaining a copy of every object at every data center that is in the union of the
GET and PUT replica sets of all data centers in the access set (lines 7, 18, and 32 ),
and 3) for every GET operation at data center i, one GET request’s price and the
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price for transferring a copy of the object over the network is incurred at every data
center in i’s GET replica set (line 14 ).
However, the integer program for the strong consistency setting does differ from
the program used in the eventual consistency case in three significant ways. First,
for every data center in the access set, the PUT and GET replica sets for that data
center may differ (lines 5 and 6 ). Second, PMan constrains these replica sets so that
every data center’s PUT and GET replica sets have an intersection of at least 2f + 1
data centers with the PUT replica set of every other data center in the access set
(lines 20–26 ). Finally, PUT operations at any data center i are propagated only to
the data centers in i’s PUT replica set, and these updates are propagated via at most
one hop (line 16 ).
4.5 SPANStore dynamics
Next, we describe SPANStore’s operation in terms of the mechanisms it uses to
execute PUTs and GETs, to tolerate failures, and to handle changes in the applica-
tion’s workload across epochs. First, we discuss the metadata stored by SPANStore
to implement these mechanisms.
4.5.1 Metadata
At every data center, SPANStore stores in-memory metadata across all the VMs
that it deploys in that data center. At the beginning of an epoch, PMan computes
the new replication policy to use in that epoch, and it transmits to every data center
the replication policy information needed at that data center. A data center A needs,
for every access set AS that contains A, the PUT and GET replica sets to be used by
A for objects with access set AS. Whenever the application issues a PUT for a new
object at data center A, it needs to specify the access set for that object. SPANStore




























































Figure 4.7: At any data center A, SPANStore stores an (a) in-memory version map-
ping for objects stored at A. If the application is deployed at A, SPANStore also
stores (b) the access set mapping for objects whose access set includes A, and (c)
replication policy versions for different epochs.
every data center in the access set.
As we describe later in Section 4.5.4, when serving the first operation for an
object in a particular epoch, SPANStore needs to account for both the replication
policy currently in use for that object and the new replication policy computed by
PMan for the current epoch. Therefore, we store both current and historical versions
of the (access set → replica sets) mapping. As shown in Figure 4.7, the access set
mapping for an object includes the replication policy version that currently applies
for that object. SPANStore eventually destroys an old replication policy when no
object is using it.
In addition, at any data center, SPANStore also stores an in-memory version
mapping for all objects stored in the storage service at that data center. Note that,
at any data center A, the set of objects stored at A can differ from the set of objects
whose access set includes A.
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4.5.2 Serving PUTs and GETs
Any application uses SPANStore by linking to a library that implements SPANStore’s
protocol for performing PUTs and GETs. If the application configures SPANStore to
provide eventual consistency, the library looks up the local metadata for the current
PUT/GET replica set for the queried object. Upon learning which replicas to use, the
SPANStore library issues PUT/GET requests to the storage services at those repli-
cas and returns an ACK/the object’s data to the application as soon as it receives a
response from any one of those replicas.
When using strong consistency, SPANStore uses two phase locking (2PL) to exe-
cute PUT operations. First, the SPANStore library looks up the object’s metadata to
discover the set of replicas that this data center must replicate the object’s PUTs to.
The library then acquires locks for the object at all data centers in this replica set.
If it fails to acquire any of the locks, it releases the locks that it did acquire, backs
off for a random period of time, and then retries. Once the library acquires locks at
all data centers in the PUT replica set, it writes the new version of the object to the
storage services at those data centers and releases the locks.
The straightforward implementation of this protocol for executing PUTs can be
expensive. Consider a VM at data center A performing a PUT operation on a replica
set that includes data center B. The VM at A can first send a request to a VM at B
to acquire the lock and to obtain the version of the object stored at data center B.
The VM at A can then send the data for the object being updated to the VM at B
(possibly via another data center C that relays the data). The VM at B can write
the data to the local data center, release the lock, and update the in-memory version
mapping for the object. However, this requires SPANStore’s VMs to receive object
data from remote data centers. To meet the bandwidth demands of doing so, we will
need to provision a large number of VMs, thus inflating cost.















Figure 4.8: Illustration of SPANStore’s two-phase locking protocol. Solid lines impact
PUT latency, whereas operations along dashed lines are performed asynchronously.
the VM at A communicates with a VM at B to acquire the lock and obtain the
version number of B’s copy of the object. To acquire the lock for object o, the VM at
B inserts two objects into the local in-memory metadata cluster—LTo that times out
after 5 seconds, and LUo that does not have any timeout. Once it acquires the lock,
the VM at A directly issues a PUT to the storage service at data center B, rather
than asking the VM at B to perform this PUT. While writing the object, we prepend
the version number to the object’s data. Once the PUT to the storage service is
complete, SPANStore lazily requests a VM at B to release the lock by deleting both
LTo and L
U
o , and to also update the version number stored in memory for the updated
object.
In the case where the Internet path from A to B fails after the new version of
the object has been written to B or if the VM at A that is performing the PUT fails
before it releases the locks, the VM at A cannot explicitly delete LTo and L
U
o at B, yet
LTo will timeout. When a VM at B receives a request to lock object o in the future
and finds that LTo is absent but L
U
o is present, it issues a GET for the object to the
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local storage service and updates the in-memory version mapping for o to the version
prepended to the object’s data.
This modified 2PL protocol eliminates the need for SPANStore’s VMs to send
or receive object data, other than when PUTs are relayed via another data center.
As a result, our 2PL protocol is significantly more cost-effective than the strawman
version, e.g., a small VM on EC2 can handle 105 locking operations per second, but
can only receive and write to the local storage service 30 100KB objects per second.
In the strong consistency setting, serving GETs is simpler than serving PUTs.
When an application VM at a particular data center issues a GET, the SPANStore
library on that VM looks up the GET replica set for that object in the local in-memory
metadata, and it then fetches the copy of the requested object from every data center
in that set. From the retrieved copies of the object, the library then returns the
latest version of the object to the application. We could reduce networking costs
by first querying the in-memory metadata at every replica for the current version of
the object at that data center, and then fetching a copy of the object only from the
nearest data center which has the latest version. However, for small objects whose
data can fit into one IP packet, querying the version first and then fetching the object
will double the wide-area RTT overhead.
4.5.3 Fault tolerance
SPANStore needs to respect the application’s fault-tolerance needs, which PMan
accounts for when it determines replication policies. In the eventual consistency case,
every data center in the access set is associated with f + 1 replicas, and SPANStore
considers a GET/PUT as complete once the operation successfully completes on any
one of the replicas chosen by PMan. It suffices for SPANStore to consider a PUT as
complete even after writing the update to a single replica because of the durability






Data center A's PUT set Data center B's PUT set
Intersection contains 2f+1 replicas
Figure 4.9: Illustration of SPANStore’s fault tolerance. The intersection of any two
data centers’ PUT sets contains 2f + 1 replicas, and PUT operations require getting
responses from at least f + 1 replicas from all intersections. This guarantees that
any two data centers have at least one common replica to write to, and therefore
guarantees strong consistency.
service replicates objects across servers within a data center to ensure that it is very
unlikely to lose an update committed by a PUT.
When configured for strong consistency, SPANStore relies on the fault tolerance
offered by our use of quorum sets. As shown in Figure 4.9, an intersection of at least
2f + 1 data centers between the PUT replica set of every data center and the PUT
and GET replica sets of every other data center in the access set enables SPANStore
to be resilient to up to f failures [103]. This is because, even if every data center is
unable to reach a different set of f replicas, the intersection larger than 2f+1 between
PUT-PUT replica set pairs and GET-PUT replica set pairs ensures that every pair
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of data centers in the access set has at least one common replica that they can both
reach.
Thus, in the strong consistency setting, the SPANStore library can tolerate failures
as follows when executing PUT and GET operations. At any data center A, the
library initiates a PUT operation by attempting to acquire the lock for the specified
object at all the data centers in A’s PUT replica set for this object. If the library
fails to acquire the lock at some of these data centers, for every other data center B
in the object’s access set, the library checks whether it failed to acquire the lock at
at most f replicas in B’s PUT and GET replica sets for this object. If this condition
is true, the library considers the object to be successfully locked and writes the new
data for the object. If not, the PUT operation cannot be performed and the library
releases all acquired locks.
The SPANStore library executes GETs in the strong consistency setting similarly.
To serve a GET issued at data center A, the library attempts to fetch a copy of the
object from every data center in A’s GET replica set for the specified object. If the
library is unsuccessful in fetching copies of the object from a subset S of A’s replica
set, it checks to see whether S has an intersection of size greater than f with the
PUT replica set of any other data center in the object’s access set. If yes, the library
determines that the GET operation cannot be performed and returns an error to the
application.
4.5.4 Handling workload changes
The replication policy for an access set can change when there is a significant
change in the aggregate workload estimated for objects with that access set. When
PMan mandates a new replication policy for a particular access set at the start of a
new epoch, SPANStore switches the configuration for an object with that access set
































































(a) Strong, 90%ile G-SLO=250ms (b) Strong, 90%ile G-SLO=100ms
Figure 4.10: Cost with SPANStore compared to that possible using the data centers
of a single cloud service. Legend indicates GET:PUT ratio, average object size (in
KB), and overall data size (in TB).
SPANStore can identify the first operation on an object in the new epoch based on a
version mismatch between the replication policy associated with the object and the
latest replication policy.
In a new epoch, irrespective of whether the first operation on an object is a GET
or a PUT, the SPANStore library on the VM issuing the request attempts to acquire
locks for the object at all data centers in the object’s access set. In the case of a PUT,
SPANStore commits the PUT to the new PUT replica set associated with the object.
In the case of a GET, SPANStore reads copies of the object from the current GET
set and writes the latest version among these copies to the new PUT set. SPANStore
then switches the replication policy for the object to the current version at all data
centers in its access set. Thereafter, all the PUTs and GETs issued for the object
can be served based on the new replication policy.
This procedure for switching between replication policies leads to latency SLO
violations and cost overhead (due to the additional PUTs incurred when the first
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Figure 4.11: Variation in the dominant component of SPANStore’s cost as a function
of the application’s workload.
violations to be rare and the cost overhead to be low since only the first operation on
an object in a new epoch is affected.
4.6 Implementation
We have implemented and deployed a prototype of SPANStore that spans all
the data centers in Amazon S3, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud Storage. Our
implementation has three components—1) PMan, 2) a client library that applications
can link to, and 3) an XMLRPC server that is run in every VM run by SPANStore.
In addition, in every data center, we run a memcached cluster across all SPANStore
instances in that data center to store SPANStore’s in-memory metadata.
PMan initially bootstraps its state by reading in a configuration file that speci-
fies the application’s latency, consistency, and fault tolerance requirements as well as
the parameters (latency distribution between data centers, and prices for resources at
these data centers) that characterize SPANStore’s deployment. To determine optimal
replication policies, it then periodically invokes the CPLEX solver to solve the for-
mulation (Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 2) appropriate for the application’s consistency
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needs. PMan also exports an XMLRPC interface to receive workload and latency
information from every data center at the end of every epoch.
The client library exports two methods: GET(key) and PUT(key, value, [ac-
cess set]). The library implements these methods as per the protocols described in
Section 4.5. To lookup the metadata necessary to serve GET and PUT requests, the
library uses DNS to discover the local memcached cluster.
The XMLRPC server exports three interfaces. First, it exports a LOCK(key)
RPC for the client library to acquire object-specific locks. Second, its RELAY(key,
data, dst) enables the library or a SPANStore VM to indirectly relay a PUT in order
to reduce network bandwidth costs. Lastly, the XMLRPC server receives replication
policy updates from PMan.
In addition, the XMLRPC server 1) gathers statistics about the application’s
workload and reports this information to PMan at the end of every epoch, and 2)
exchanges heartbeats and failure information with SPANStore’s VMs in other data
centers. Both the client library and the XMLRPC server leverage open-source libraries
for issuing PUT and GET requests to the S3, Azure, and GCS storage services.
4.7 Evaluation
We evaluate SPANStore from four perspectives: the cost savings that it enables,
the cost-optimality of its replication policies, the cost necessary for increased fault
tolerance, and the scalability of PMan. Here, we show results for the case where the
application is deployed across EC2’s data centers, and SPANStore is deployed across
the storage services offered by S3, Azure, and GCS. Our results are qualitatively
































































Figure 4.12: Cost savings enabled by SPANStore compared to Everywhere (left) and
Single (right) replication policies. Legend indicates GET:PUT ratio, average object
size (in KB), and overall data size (in TB).
4.7.1 Cost savings
Workload and SLOs. To evaluate the cost savings enabled by SPANStore, we
consider all 18 combinations of a) GET:PUT ratios of 1, 10, and 30, b) average object
sizes of 1 KB and 100 KB, and c) aggregate data size of 0.1 TB, 1 TB and 10 TB. Our
choice of these workload parameters is informed by the GET:PUT ratio of 30:1 and
objects typically smaller than 1 KB seen in Facebook’s workload [51]. For brevity,
we omit here the results for the intermediate cases where GET:PUT ratio is 10 and
overall data size is 1 TB. In all workload settings, we fix the number of GETs at
100M and compute cost over a 30 day period.
When analyzing the eventual consistency setting, we consider two SLOs for the
90th percentile values of GET and PUT latencies—100 ms and 250 ms; 250 ms is the
minimum SLO possible with a single replica for every object and 100 ms is less than
half of that. In the strong consistency case, we consider two SLO combinations for
the 90th percentile GET and PUT latencies—1) 100ms and 830ms, and 2) 250 ms



























Figure 4.13: Cost inflation when predicting workload using individual objects com-
pared with aggregate workload prediction.
data centers in its access set. Since the cost savings enabled by SPANStore follow
similar trends in the eventual consistency and strong consistency settings, we show
results only for the latter scenario for brevity.
Comparison with single-cloud deployment. First, we compare the cost with
SPANStore with the minimum cost required if we used only Amazon S3’s data cen-
ters for storage. Figure 4.10 shows that SPANStore’s use of multiple cloud services
consistently offers significant cost savings when the workload includes 1 KB objects.
The small object size makes networking cost negligible in comparison to PUT/GET
requests costs, and hence, SPANStore’s multi-cloud deployment helps because PUT
and GET requests are priced 50x and 4x cheaper on Azure as compared to on S3.
When the average object size is 100KB, SPANStore still offers cost benefits for a
sizeable fraction of access sets when the PUT/GET ratio is 1 and overall size size
is small. In this case, since half of the workload (i.e., all PUT operations) require
propagation of updates to all replicas, SPANStore enables cost savings by exploiting
discrepancies in network bandwidth pricing across cloud services. Furthermore, when
the total data size is 10 TB, SPANStore reduces storage costs by storing fewer copies
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of every object.
Comparison with fixed replication policies. We also compare the cost in-
curred when using SPANStore with that imposed by two fixed replication policies:
Everywhere and Single. With the Everywhere policy, every object is replicated at
every data center in the object’s access set. With the Single replication policy, any
object is stored at one data center that minimizes cost among all single replica alterna-
tives that satisfy the PUT and GET latency SLOs. We consider the same workloads
as before, but ignore the cases that set the SLO for the 90th percentile GET latency
to 100ms since that SLO cannot be satisfied when using a single replica.
In Figure 4.12(left), we see that SPANStore significantly outdoes Everywhere in
all cases except when GET:PUT ratio is 30 and average object size is 100KB. On
the other hand, in Figure 4.12(right), we observe a bi-modal distribution in the cost
savings as compared to Single when the object size is small. We find that this is
because, for all access sets that do not include EC2’s Sydney data center, using a
single replica (at some data center on Azure) proves to be cost-optimal; this is again
because the lower PUT/GET costs on Azure compensate for the increased network
bandwidth costs. When the GET:PUT ratio is 1 and the average object size is 100KB,
SPANStore saves cost compared to Single by judiciously combining the use of multiple
replicas.
Dominant cost analysis. Finally, we analyze how the dominant component of
SPANStore’s cost varies based on the input workload. For one particular access set,
Figure 4.11 shows which among network, storage, and request cost dominates the
total cost when varying average object size from 0.1 KB to 1 MB and total data size
from 1 GB to 1 PB. Here, we use a GET:PUT ratio of 30 and set GET and PUT
SLOs as 250ms and 830ms with the need for strong consistency, but the takeaways
are similar in other scenarios.
When both the average object size and the total data size are small, costs for
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PUT and GET requests initially dominate, but network transfer costs increase as the
average object size increases. However, as the average object size increases further,
SPANStore transitions to storing data locally at every data center in the access set.
This eliminates the need to use the network when serving GETs, thus making request
costs the dominant component of cost again. However, network transfers cannot be
completely eliminated due to the need to propagate updates to all replicas. Therefore,
network transfer costs again begin to dominate for large object sizes.
When the total data size is large, SPANStore stores a single copy of all data when
the average object size is small and storage cost is dominant. As the average object
size increases, network transfer costs initially exceed the storage cost. However, as
network costs continue to increase, SPANStore begins to store multiple replicas of
every object so that many GETs can be served from the local data center. This
reduces network transfer costs and makes storage cost dominant again. Eventually,
as the average object size increases further, even if SPANStore stores a replica of
every object at every data center in its access set, the need to synchronize replicas
results in networking costs exceeding storage costs.
4.7.2 Impact of aggregation of objects
SPANStore’s cost-effectiveness critically depends on its ability to estimate the
application’s workload. As discussed previously in Section 4.4, we choose to charac-
terize workload in aggregate across all objects with the same access set due to the
significantly greater stationarity that exists in aggregate workloads as compared to
the workloads of individual objects. Here, we quantify the cost benefits enabled by
this design decision.
From the Twitter dataset previously described in Section 4.4, we randomly choose
10K users. Since the dataset only specifies the times at which these users post tweets,
























































(a) Eventual,P-SLO=250ms (b) Strong,P-SLO=830ms
Figure 4.14: Cost inflation when tolerating f failures compared to the cost with f = 0.
SLOs are on 90th percentile latencies and G-SLO=250ms.
usage statistics [28]. Considering hour-long epochs, we estimate the workload in a
particular hour as being the same as that in the same hour in the previous week. We
consider workload estimation at two granularities: 1) per-object, and 2) in aggregate
across all objects with the same access set.
Figure 4.13 shows the cost inflation arising from estimating workloads on a per-
object granularity as compared to the cost when estimating aggregate workloads.
The high inflation is due to the significant variation seen in any individual user’s
usage of Twitter. Since most users rarely post or access Twitter, the use of the per-
object workload estimator causes SPANStore to typically choose EC2’s data centers
as replicas since they have lower storage cost. However, this often turns out to be
a mis-prediction of the workload, and when a user does post or access her timeline,
SPANStore has to incur greater request costs that necessary by serving these requests
from EC2’s data centers. The greater accuracy of estimating workloads in aggregate
enables SPANStore to replicate data in a more cost-effective manner.
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4.7.3 Cost for fault tolerance
To tolerate failures, SPANStore provisions more data centers to serve as replicas.
As expected, this results in higher cost. In Figure 4.14, we show the cost inflation for
various levels of fault-tolerance as compared to the cost when SPANStore is provi-
sioned to not tolerate any failures. For most access sets, the cost inflation is roughly
proportional to f + 1 in the eventual consistency scenario and proportional to 2f + 1
in the strong consistency case. However, the need for fault tolerance increases cost
by a factor greater than f + 1/2f + 1 for many other access sets. This is because, as
f increases, the need to pick a greater number of replicas within the latency SLO for
every data center in the access set requires SPANStore to use as replicas data centers
that have greater prices for GET/PUT requests.
In addition, in both the eventual consistency and strong consistency scenarios,
the need to tolerate failures results in higher cost inflation when the GET:PUT ratio
is low as compared to when the GET:PUT ratio is high. This is because, when the
GET:PUT ratio is low, SPANStore can more aggressively reduce costs when f = 0 by
indirectly propagating updates to exploit discrepancies in network bandwidth pricing.
4.7.4 Scalability of PlacementManager
Finally, we evaluate the scalability of PMan, the one central component in SPANStore.
At the start of every epoch, PMan needs to compute the replication policy for all ac-
cess sets; there are 2N access sets for an application deployed across N data centers.
Though the maximum number of data centers in any one cloud service is currently
8 (in EC2), we test the scalability of PMan in the extreme case where we consider
all the data centers in EC2, Azure, and GCE as being in the same cloud service on
which the application is deployed. On a cluster of 16 servers, each with two quad-core
hyperthreaded CPUs, we find that we can compute the replication policy within an
hour for roughly 33K access sets. Therefore, as long as the application can estimate
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its workload for the next epoch an hour before the start of the epoch (which is the
case with our current way of estimation based on the workload in the same hour in
the previous week), our PMan implementation can tackle cases where the application
is deployed on 15 or fewer data centers. For more geographically distributed applica-
tion deployments, further analysis is necessary to determine when the new aggregate
workload for a access set will not cause a significant change in the optimal replication
policy for that set. This will enable PMan to only recompute the replication policy
for a subset of access sets.
4.8 Case studies
We have used our SPANStore prototype as the back-end storage for two appli-
cations that can benefit from geo-replicated storage: 1) Retwis [32] is a clone of
the Twitter social networking service, which can make do with eventual consistency,
and 2) ShareJS [36] is a collaborative document editing web service, which requires
strongly consistent data. To support both applications, we add a few operations that
are wrappers over PUTs and GETs, such as “append to a set”, “get ith element from
a set”, and “increment a global counter”. We deploy both applications across all of
EC2’s data centers.3
Retwis. At each EC2 data center, we run emulated Retwis clients which repeat-
edly make two types of operations: Post operations represent a user posting a tweet,
and GetRange operations fetch the last 100 tweets in a user’s timeline (the set of
tweets posted by those that the user follows). We set the ratio of number of Post op-
erations to number of GetRange operations as 0.1, i.e., on average, every user makes
a post every 10 times that she checks her timeline. A GetRange operation issues 1)
a GET to fetch the user’s timeline object, and then 2) GETs for the post IDs in the
3Though ShareJS is not amenable to distributed deployment, we modify it suitably so as to





















































Figure 4.15: CDF of operation latencies in (a) Retwis and (b) ShareJS applications.
specified range in the timeline. A Post operation executes the following sequence:
1) a PUT to store the post, 2) a GET to fetch the list of the user’s followers, and
3) an Insert operation to append the post’s ID to the timeline object of each of the
user’s followers. The Insert operation on an object fetches the object by issuing GET,
modifies it locally, and then writes back the updated object with a PUT.
We run Retwis with a randomly generated social network graph comprising 10K
users, where every user follows a randomly chosen subset of 200 users [2]. For every
user, we assign the data center from which the user is served at random. We run this
workload on SPANStore configured with the latency SLOs specifying that the 90th
percentile PUT and GET latencies should be less than 100ms. Figure 4.15(a) shows
that SPANStore satisfies these latency goals as over 90% of all operations are within
the specified SLOs.
ShareJS. We run the ShareJS application with a similar setup; we consider 1K
documents, each of which is associated with a randomly chosen access set. At each
EC2 data center, we then run a ShareJS client which iteratively issues GetSnapshot
and ApplyEdit operations on randomly chosen documents whose access set includes
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the local data center. These operations correspond to the client fetching a document
and applying an edit to a document, respectively. Since we need strong consistency
in this case, we use SLOs on the 90th percentile PUT and GET latencies as 830ms
and 250ms. Note that the GetSnapshot operation directly maps to a GET, but the
ApplyEdit operation requires the application to issue a GET for the latest version of
the document and then issue a PUT to incorporate the edit.
Figure 4.15(b) shows the distribution of latencies incurred for the GetSnapshot and
ApplyEdit operations. We can see that more than 95% of GetSnapshot operations
satisfy the latency SLO, and a vast majority of ApplyEdit operations are within
the SLO, given that an ApplyEdit includes a GET followed by a PUT. The small
minority of operations that exceed the latency bounds are due to contention between
concurrent updates to the same document; when a writer fails on the two-phase
locking operation, it retries after 2 seconds.
4.9 Summary
Though the number of cloud storage services available across the world continues
to increase, the onus is on application developers to replicate data across these ser-
vices. We develop SPANStore to export a unified view of geographically distributed
storage services to applications and to automate the process of trading off cost and
latency, while satisfying consistency and fault-tolerance requirements. Our design of
SPANStore achieves this goal by spanning data centers of multiple cloud providers,
by judiciously determining replication policies based on workload properties, and by
minimizing the use of compute resources. We have deployed SPANStore across Ama-
zon’s, Microsoft’s, and Google’s cloud services and find that it can offer significant
cost benefits compared to simple replication policies.
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CHAPTER V
Efficient Geo-Replication of Data in the Cloud
Minimizing user-perceived latency is a critical goal for web services, because even
a few 100 milliseconds of additional delay can significantly reduce revenue [29]. Key
to achieving this goal is to deploy web servers in multiple locations so that every
user can be served from a nearby server. Therefore, cloud services such as Azure and
Amazon Web Services are an attractive option for web service deployments as these
platforms offer data centers in tens of locations spread across the globe [12, 16].
However, the potential for cloud services to democratize low latency web services
remains largely unfulfilled today, as web services in the cloud seldom opt for a geo-
graphically distributed deployment [9, 79]. We posit that a key reason is that, while
cloud providers make it easy to setup servers in multiple locations, they lack support
for managing data replicated across data centers. Geo-replication of data is crucial
to achieve low latency since web services increasingly enable users to share content
with each other (e.g., collaborative document editing, online gaming, online social
networks). In the absence of geo-replication of data, web servers would have to use a
centrally located copy of shared data to serve users’ requests, nullifying the latency
benefits of deploying web servers in multiple locations.
In this chapter, we seek to fill this gap between what web services need (a globally
consistent view to data replicated across data centers) and what cloud providers offer
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(strongly consistent storage services within each data center). Even if cloud providers
fill this gap in the future, the onus for consistently geo-replicating data will remain
on web service providers who choose to spread their data across the data centers
of multiple cloud providers for the associated cost, performance, and fault-tolerance
benefits [126, 123, 83, 82].
Unlike prior systems [66, 86, 53, 96] designed to replicate data across a web service
provider’s own data centers, the primary difference in our setting is that we build upon
a multi-tenant storage service in each data center and not upon storage servers under
the provider’s control. This difference leads to two unique constraints, which make it
challenging to minimize latency and cost.
• Limited interface: There is a mismatch between the interface offered by cloud
storage (e.g., PUT/GET) and the interface necessary to reuse existing low la-
tency replication protocols (e.g., Accept/Learn to use Fast Paxos [91]). Applica-
tion providers could augment the storage interface by deploying virtual machines
(VMs) at every data center to proxy requests to the local storage service. However,
coping with the operational complexities of managing these proxy VMs would nul-
lify a primary benefit of using cloud storage: not having to worry about issues such
as scalability and fault-tolerance. Moreover, for the proxy VMs to not become a
bottleneck, these VMs can significantly increase a web service provider’s costs.
Alternatively, web services could use replication protocols [71, 76] that can make
do with the limited interface offered by cloud storage. Doing so would however
significantly degrade latencies.
• High latency variance: Sharing of cloud storage by multiple tenants leads to high
tail latencies [128]. The oft-used solution to address latency variance—redundantly
access all replicas and wait for responses from a quorum—is insufficient when data
is geo-replicated. This is because, for a client to access more replicas than the
quorum of replicas closest to it, the client must access replicas that are farther and
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hence are less effective at mitigating latency spikes at nearby replicas.
To address these challenges, we present CRIC (Consistent Replication in the
Cloud). CRIC enables a geo-distributed web service’s VMs to directly read from
and write to cloud storage, yet offers read/write latencies that would be achievable
with existing replication techniques only if cloud storage offered a richer interface
and had lower latency variance. We achieve these properties by making contributions
primarily on two fronts.
First, we present CPaxos, a variant of Paxos optimized for use in the cloud. To
cope with the limited interface to cloud storage, CPaxos stores the state maintained
by Paxos acceptors in cloud storage but moves the logic executed by Paxos acceptors
into the client. Despite doing so, CPaxos can execute both reads and writes with one
round-trip of communication in the common case when conflicts are rare. CPaxos
achieves this property by leveraging the ability offered by cloud storage services to
conditionally update data only if it has not been updated since it was last read.
Second, to reduce latency variance in the context of geo-replicated data, we modify
Paxos’s use of redundancy. In a traditional implementation of Paxos, a proposal is
committed once it is accepted by a majority of acceptors. In contrast, CRIC leverages
the notion of hierarchical quorums [87], explicitly accounting for the data centers
in which replicas are stored and storing multiple replicas within each data center.
A client’s attempt to update any object is successful once it updates a quorum of
replicas in each of a quorum of data centers. This design enables CRIC to mitigate
the impact of latency variance associated with cloud storage by requiring redundant
requests to be issued only to the quorum of data centers closest to the client.
We have implemented and deployed a prototype of CRIC across AWS and Azure.
It offers performance comparable to approaches requiring additional VMs to support
replication, but at 20–50% lower cost. Whereas, compared to existing replication
protocols compatible with a limited storage interface, CPaxos can halve write latency
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and also lower cost by 10–60%. Lastly, we simulate CRIC’s use in a strongly consistent
equivalent of Twitter and show that hierarchical quorum significantly reduce median
user-perceived latencies.
5.1 Motivation
We begin by describing our target setting and goals, and discuss the challenges
associated with enabling strongly consistent access to data replicated across cloud
data centers.
5.1.1 Setting and Goals
In a geo-distributed web service deployment in the cloud, user-facing web servers
are deployed in multiple data centers, so that any user’s request can be served from a
nearby data center. The latency incurred by any user includes the back-end latency for
web servers to read or write data as necessary to serve the user’s request; we focus on
web services that rely on key-value storage to store objects that are typically smaller
than 1KB [59, 51, 107]. To minimize back-end latency and maximize availability, web
services can geo-replicate data—potentially across the data centers of multiple cloud
providers1—and have web servers read or write to any object by accessing a subset
of nearby replicas, rather than a centrally located copy of the object.
While cloud providers currently offer a separate storage service within each data
center, our goal is to enable web service developers to outsource to CRIC the task
of managing the consistency of data replicated across data centers (as shown in Fig-
ure 5.1). CRIC offers the same PUT-GET interface as strongly consistent key-value
stores available within a cloud data center, but executes operations on geo-replicated
1Note that a web service can deploy all of its servers across the data centers of a single cloud















Figure 5.1: Illustration of CRIC’s use in a geo-distributed web service deployed in
the cloud.
data. In developing CRIC to offer this functionality, we are guided by four objec-
tives:
• Strong consistency: All writes must be linearizable and any read should return
the latest version of any object. Strongly consistent replicated storage simplifies
application development, enables seamless porting of web services written to use
centralized storage, and is essential in many web services, including collaborative
document editing (e.g., Google Docs), online auctions (e.g., eBay, stock trading),
and multi-player online gaming.
• Fault-tolerance: CRIC must ensure that any object continues to be readable/writable
as long as at most f of the object’s replicas are unavailable.
• Low latency: When reading from or writing to an object, CRIC should 1) access
nearby copies of the object, 2) minimize the number of round-trips of wide-area
communication, and 3) account for the latency variance in cloud storage services
in order to minimize tail latencies.
• Cost-effectiveness: CRIC should minimize the cost overhead that it imposes on
web services. We account for the cost of data transfers, GET/PUT requests, and
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of how Fast Paxos can be used to consistently replicate data
across cloud data centers.
5.1.2 Overheads of preserving consistency
Augmenting storage interface imposes operational and cost overheads.
The problem of enabling low latency geo-replication has been studied extensively
in recent years. Replication protocols such as Fast Paxos [91] and EPaxos [105] as
well as new systems such as MDCC [86] and TAPIR [131] can achieve consensus
among replicas within one round of communication when conflicts are rare. All of
these methods require replicas to participate in a specific replication protocol in order
to determine whether to accept or reject updates, to detect conflicts, or to report to
a coordinator the order in which they receive requests.
In the cloud, the challenge in using one of these prior solutions is that cloud
storage services provide no APIs to support these protocols. Web services that want
to use these approaches would have to rent additional replica VMs in each data center
to augment the interface to the local storage service, so as to implement the desired
replication protocol. For example, if an application wants to use Fast Paxos [91]
(MDCC [86] and Tapir [131] complete writes in one RTT in a similar manner), it
has to rent VMs to serve as “Acceptors” and “Learners”, which in turn will have to


















Figure 5.3: GET throughput as a function of # of clients; throughput for “Direct”
continues to increase with more clients.
application data; see Figure 5.2.
Relaying all interactions with storage through a layer of VMs is undesirable on
multiple fronts. On the one hand, web service providers would have to manage the
replica VMs to ensure scalability, fault-tolerance, and load balancing, nullifying the
benefits of using cloud storage services which already handle these concerns. On the
other hand, having all reads and writes go through replica VMs can significantly
increase a web service provider’s costs.
To empirically quantify the expected cost overhead due to replica VMs, in one of
Azure’s data centers, we continually issued GETs, relayed via an A2 instance [15] to
the local storage service, for objects of size 1 KB from an increasing number of client
threads (running on separate VMs). Figure 5.3 shows that throughput caps out at
roughly 3000 ops/s,2 compared to a linear increase when clients directly issue GETs
to storage. We believe that a more efficient implementation of replica VMs is unlikely
to offer greater throughput per VM. Our observation is that the key bottleneck in
2With other VM types, throughput shows either a linear or sub-linear growth with the price of






















Figure 5.4: When reads/writes are relayed through VMs, fraction of cost accounted
for by these VMs relative to total cost to execute reads and writes.
the throughput per replica VM is that every request to the storage service is required
to include an authentication signature which is a function of the request’s metadata
and the private encryption key assigned to the tenants account. For small objects,
our implementation of replica VMs, which uses libraries provided by cloud providers
to issue requests, saturates the CPU in computing these signatures.
This limit on achievable throughput per replica VM implies that many web services
deployed in the cloud will incur a significant increase in cost in order to serve the
thousands of requests per second they receive on average from users [11], where each
user request potentially translates to several requests to storage. Figure 5.4 shows that
the VMs that a web service will need to deploy to interpose on its interactions with
cloud storage will account for 45% or more of the cost (i.e., $ for GET/PUT requests,
network transfers, and VMs) of accessing geo-replicated data when the average object
is smaller than 1 KB.
Existing client-based approaches inflate latency and cost. These undesirable
effects of using replica VMs are largely avoidable because write conflicts are rare in

































Figure 5.5: Median and tail latency when reading from either f + 1 or all replicas
and waiting for responses from a quorum; f = 1.
used to implement existing replication protocols will simply have to relay data be-
tween application VMs and cloud storage. Therefore, it would be desirable to enable
application VMs to directly communicate with cloud storage without sacrificing con-
sistency. Indeed, replication protocols such as Disk Paxos [71] and pPaxos [76] are
well-suited for this purpose, as they are designed assuming a limited interface at each
replica, which is the case in cloud storage. For example, Disk Paxos can make do with
replicas offering only a PUT/GET interface, whereas pPaxos requires an APPEND
operation in addition.
However, while replication protocols such as Disk Paxos and pPaxos eliminate
the cost overhead associated with replica VMs, they double the number of rounds
of communication necessary to commit a write to storage, even in the absence of
conflicts. Moreover, when conflicts arise, both protocols increase the amount of data
transferred over the network, thereby inflating cost. As we show later in Section 5.4,







Fast path Slow path
Disk Paxos [71] 2 4 1
pPaxos [76] 2 4 1
Classic Paxos [90] 1 2 1
CPaxos 1 2 1
Table 5.1: Latency comparison of CPaxos to prior protocols. We assume no request
conflict.
When executing writes, # of copies
of object’s data transferred per
write attempt
No conflict n concurrent proposers
Disk Paxos [71] O(m) O(m)
pPaxos [76] 3 O(n)
Classic Paxos [90] 1 1
CPaxos 1 O(1)
Table 5.2: Data transfer cost comparison of CPaxos to prior protocols. m is the
number of clients. For pPaxos, we assume older versions are garbage collected as
soon as a new version is globally accepted.
5.1.3 Impact of latency variance
In addition to the limited interface they offer, cloud storage services also make
low latency geo-replication challenging due to the high latency variance when read-
ing/writing data from them [128]. In fact, latency variance gets exacerbated in the
context of geo-replicated storage for two reasons.
• On the one hand, accessing replicated data without sacrificing consistency typically
requires reading from or writing to multiple replicas. For example, to execute reads
and writes using Paxos on an object with 2f + 1 replicas, one must access at least
f+1 replicas. This will lead to higher tail latencies than seen at any individual data
center since read/write latency, which is constrained by the last of f + 1 responses,
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Average # of copies of object’s data per replica
Disk Paxos [71] m
pPaxos [76] ≈1
Classic Paxos [90] 1
CPaxos 1
Table 5.3: Data storage cost comparison of CPaxos to prior protocols. m is the
number of clients. For pPaxos, we assume older versions are garbage collected as
soon as a new version is globally accepted.
will be high if any one response is slow.
• On the other hand, redundantly accessing more replicas than the minimum neces-
sary to preserve consistency does not completely eliminate latency variance. For
example, with Paxos, one can read from or write to all 2f + 1 replicas and wait
for the first f + 1 responses. However, when data is geo-replicated, the redundant
requests are directed to replicas that are farther away and hence are limited in their
ability to mitigate the impact of latency spikes at any of the closer replicas.
We empirically quantify the latencies when accessing geo-replicated data in the
cloud as follows. We consider a web service that has web servers at all AWS data
centers and replicates data across all Azure and AWS data centers. For any object, we
refer to the subset of data centers from which the object is accessed as its access set.
Using a 6 month long dataset of measurements, for every possible access set, we place
replicas of the object being accessed at 3 data centers chosen at random but within
the proximity of data centers in the access set (dataset and methodology for replica
placement described later in Section 5.4). Figure 5.5 shows that, when we access
only the closest f + 1 replicas for reading objects, compared to the median latency,
the 99th percentile latency increases by 250ms in the median case.3 Moreover, even
if we read from all 2f + 1 replicas, there remains a 100ms gap between the tail and
median latencies. This gap is significant as the inflation in tail latencies for individual
3Since the availability of both cloud services [40] and the Internet paths between their data centers






Treat cloud storage as a passive acceptor and use
conditional-PUTs to update Paxos state
§ 5.2.1
Read latency
Clients act as learners, asynchronously updating Paxos




Garbage collect old versions in Accept phase § 5.2.3
Store Paxos state as object’s metadata so that clients need
not transfer object data in Prepare phase
Throughput
under conflicts
Stateless Propose Assistant VMs to eliminate false propose
failures
§ 5.2.4
Table 5.4: Techniques used by CRIC to minimize the cost and communication nec-
essary for strongly consistent reads and writes.
reads and writes can degrade median user-perceived latency when a web service must
execute many reads and writes to serve a user’s request.
5.2 Global consistency atop limited interface
In this section, we describe how CRIC enables clients to directly read from and
write to cloud storage, yet closely matches the cost and performance possible if cloud
storage offered a richer interface. Specifically, despite having only a PUT-GET in-
terface to storage, CRIC enables the use of Paxos to execute reads and writers in a
manner that mimics the corresponding execution if cloud services were to expose the
interface of Paxos “acceptors” and “learners” [89]. Table 5.4 summarizes the various
techniques used in CRIC.
5.2.1 Low latency writes
To write to an object, CRIC relies on CPaxos (Cloud Paxos), a new variant of
Paxos which we design to work with passive Paxos acceptors (i.e., acceptors that
only store state but cannot run any computation). In CRIC, every object transitions
through a sequence of monotonically increasing versions, where each version corre-
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sponds to one CPaxos instance. If a client writes to a specific version of an object
(e.g., a version that is one greater than the version it previously read), the CRIC
library uses CPaxos to try to get a majority of acceptors to accept the specified data
for the specified version and returns an error if a value has already been globally
accepted for this version. If the client chooses last-writer-wins semantics, the CRIC
library repeatedly retries the write with higher version numbers until it succeeds.
Like prior variants of Paxos [71, 76] designed for passive acceptors, CPaxos moves
the acceptor and learner logic into the proposer. However prior Paxos variants for
passive acceptors inflate latency and cost (see Table 5.1, 5.2, 5.3) because they require
two rounds of communication for a proposer to complete each phase of Paxos: one
round to perform conflict-free writes at a quorum of acceptors (e.g., write a new
object [71] or perform an atomic append [76]) and another round to read the state of
the acceptors to check for success.
Leveraging conditional updates. In contrast, CPaxos can complete each phase
of Paxos in one round of communication in the common case, when there are no
conflicts [99, 66]. To achieve this property, CPaxos leverages the conditional-PUT
operation supported by all popular cloud storage services [19, 4, 26] that offer strong
consistency. A conditional-PUT is a PUT augmented with a boolean condition, where
the storage service executes the PUT only if the specified condition is true. For
example, in Azure, a GET operation on an object returns the object’s data and the
time at which the object was last updated; a subsequent conditional-PUT can specify
that the object should not have been updated since that time.
Leveraging the ability to perform conditional updates, proposers in CPaxos work
as shown in Figure 5.6. A proposer first gathers the state from a majority of acceptors,
a step which can often be omitted because 1) if an object is being created, it will have
no state at any acceptor, whereas 2) when a client is updating an object, it has likely
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of (a) classic Paxos and (b) CPaxos.
For each acceptor, the proposer then runs the same logic that the acceptor would
have executed upon receiving the proposer’s Prepare message. If the proposer finds
that a majority of acceptors would have promised to accept its proposal, it then
attempts to update the state of these acceptors accordingly. Here, the proposer uses
conditional-PUTs to ensure that it updates any acceptor’s state only if the state has
not already been updated since when the proposer read it. The Prepare phase of
Paxos is complete once a majority of passive acceptors have been updated.
If some of the conditional updates fail and a majority of acceptors are not suc-
cessfully updated, the proposer re-collects acceptor states, re-runs the logic for the
Prepare phase (possibly with a higher proposal number), and tries to update the ac-
ceptors’ states again. The proposer repeatedly does so until it either gets a majority
of acceptors to promise to accept its proposal, or discovers that a conflicting value
has already been globally accepted.
The Accept phase is similar to the Prepare phase: the proposer computes the new
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acceptor states based on the Accept messages it wants to send to the acceptors and
uses conditional-PUTs to update acceptors’ states. The primary difference is that
the proposer does not need to collect the acceptors’ states at the start of the Accept
phase, since it already knows the state of at least a majority of acceptors after its
conditional updates succeed in the Prepare phase.
Enabling one round write. Taking inspiration from Fast Paxos [91], we can
further reduce write latency to one round of communication. Fast Paxos has two
types of execution flows: fast round and slow round. Different proposal numbers
indicate different types of rounds. Whether a proposal number is for a fast round
or a slow round is a predetermined information that all proposers know. In CRIC,
we designate a special proposal #0 as a fast round so that any write to an object
can start with an attempt to fast accept the update by skipping the Prepare phase
and running the Accept phase for proposal #0. The value is considered as committed
once a super quorum d3/4N + 1e of the object’s N replicas accept the value. The
fast round will succeed in the common case because conflicts are rare in typical web
service workloads [99, 66].
The reason for requiring a super quorum in fast round is the same as in Fast
Paxos [91]. Since any writer can propose a value in the fast round, when a reader
collects the Paxos logs from a majority of replicas, there can be more than one value
accepted by different acceptors in the fast round. To distinguish the globally accepted
value among all the values, fast round requires acceptance from a super quorum
of replicas so that the intersection between a super quorum and a regular quorum
contains a majority of the regular quorum. This resolves the ambiguity as to which
value is the globally accepted value since there can be only one value appearing at a
majority of replicas in any regular quorum. d3/4N + 1e of replicas is the minimum
size of a super quorum that satisfies this requirement. During the Prepare phase,
if a proposer observes multiple values accepted in proposal #0 and none of them is
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globally accepted (none of them appear at a majority of responses), like in Fast Paxos,
it will pick the value with the highest frequency and try to get it globally accepted.
Failure of the fast round indicates that there may be conflicting writes, so in
CPaxos, we only use proposal #0 as the fast round. When the fast round fails, the
proposer must fall back to the regular two-round (slow round) CPaxos protocol using
a higher proposal number. This increases the likelihood and reduces the latency that
one of the conflicting writers will be successful. To prevent starvation, writers should
also use random backoff in slow rounds.
However, when objects are geo-replicated, using a fast round may not always
lower write latency even when conflicts are rare. For example, consider an object
with replicas in Azure’s US-East, US-West, and Southeast Asia data centers. A
client in Azure’s Central-US data center has a latency of 40ms, 50ms, and 230ms,
respectively to these 3 replicas. Using the fast round requires the client to contact all
replicas, which takes 230ms. In contrast, a write using regular CPaxos will complete
in 100ms, despite taking two rounds, because the client need only wait for responses
from the closest majority of replicas.
Our current implementation of CRIC requires the application to specify whether
to begin writes with a fast round. But, given the placement of an object’s replicas,
it is possible to identify whether a particular client would benefit from using a fast
round to update the object.
5.2.2 Low latency reads
Since typical web service workloads are dominated by reads [51, 66], it is particu-
larly vital to minimize read latency. Hence, in the common case, CRIC enables any
client to read the latest version of an object in one round of communication with the
closest majority of the object’s replicas. We achieve this property by having clients
act as learners.
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We augment the CPaxos state for any version of an object with a commit bit to
indicate whether this version has been globally accepted. After a client has its update
to an object’s data accepted by a quorum of acceptors, the client asynchronously
issues conditional-PUTs to update the commit bit for this new version in the object’s
replicas. The utility of this commit bit is that, when a client wants to read the latest
version of an object, it can issue GET requests to fetch the CPaxos logs for this object
from all of the object’s replicas but need not wait to hear from all replicas in order to
identify the highest globally accepted version. Instead, once a reader is done fetching
CPaxos logs from any majority of acceptors (typically the quorum of acceptors closest
to it), if it finds the commit bit for the highest version enabled at any replica, the
reader can safely use the corresponding data.
A client may find that the commit bit for the highest version it sees is not set at
any of the majority of replicas that it first hears from, e.g., because this read occurs
after a new version has been globally accepted but before the writer updates the
commit bit for that version. In this case, the client needs to simply wait to receive
CPaxos logs for the object from all replicas to recognize the committed version.
When storage services in some cloud data centers are unavailable, a reader may
be unable to confirm that a particular version has been globally accepted even if it
reads the CPaxos logs from a majority of replicas that are available; that version may
have been accepted by a different majority of acceptors, some of whom are currently
unavailable. In this case, a client identifies the highest version accepted at any of
the acceptors from which it has read the CPaxos log. The client then re-proposes
the data corresponding to the highest accepted proposal number for this version in
order to either get this value globally accepted or discover a different value that is
already globally accepted. The purpose of a reader performing such a write back is to
ensure that, in case an object is an inconsistent state (e.g., because a client failed in
the midst of performing a write), the object is left in a consistent state which reflects
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Figure 5.7: CRIC’s format for storing objects in cloud storage.
the data returned to the application. Since failures in the cloud are rare [40, 37, 21],
readers will seldom have to incur the latency overhead of performing write backs.
5.2.3 Minimizing cost
In comparison with a traditional usage of Paxos, CRIC’s use of CPaxos to account
for cloud storage’s limited PUT-GET interface inflates the cost associated with net-
work transfers in two ways: 1) from every acceptor, a reader has to fetch the entire
CPaxos log; it cannot fetch only the last accepted version, and 2) since a client up-
dates an acceptor’s state by performing a conditional-PUT to the CPaxos log stored
at that acceptor, the client has to redundantly transfer all data previously stored in
the log. Next, we address both these sources of cost overhead.
Garbage collection of CPaxos logs. For executing reads as described earlier in
Section 5.2.2, we observe that readers need to know only the highest version accepted
by each acceptor. Therefore, we can afford to garbage collect CPaxos state for older
versions during the Accept phase of a write. As a result, any replica of an object will
contain data only for the last version of the object accepted at that replica.
A consequence of CRIC’s garbage collection strategy is that the state for older
versions at an acceptor is discarded without confirming whether any proposal for the
new version has been globally accepted. Doing so does not violate safety because,
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even if a reader finds that the highest version seen across a majority of acceptors is
not globally accepted, as described earlier in Section 5.2.2, the reader will perform a
write back to get some value accepted for this version. In settings where conflicts are
known to be not so rare, one can minimize the chances of readers having to perform
write backs by configuring CRIC so that writers garbage collect some, but not all,
older versions in the Accept phase.
The key point to note here is that CRIC can safely afford to always store a single
copy of an object’s data at any replica. In contrast, to not violate safety, prior
variants of Paxos designed for passive acceptors [71, 76] require every writer to create
an additional copy of the object’s data at a quorum of replicas. This in turn leads to
overheads in network transfers as subsequent readers must necessarily fetch multiple
copies of the object’s data from each replica.
Separation of object data and Paxos state. During the Prepare phase of
a write to an object, only the CPaxos state for that object needs to be updated
but not the object’s data. Therefore, to preempt writers in the Prepare phase from
having to redundantly write back object data that they haven’t modified, we leverage
the fact that cloud storage services permit storing for any key a limited amount of
metadata which can be modified independently of the key’s value [18]. As shown
in Figure 5.7, CRIC stores the CPaxos log at any of an object’s replicas within that
replica’s metadata. Moreover, we also store within the metadata a data digest: a hash
of the data last accepted at that replica. In low conflict workloads where replicas are
typically in sync with each other, CRIC reduces cost by having a client read an
object’s data only from the closest replica and read only the metadata from the other
replicas to confirm that they have the same data for the object. Note that the limits
on object metadata (e.g., 8 KB on Azure [35]) suffice for storing the data digest
and CPaxos state for the last accepted version as well as the CPaxos state for any


























Figure 5.8: Illustration of (a) false propose failure, and (b) the use of Propose Assis-
tant VMs.
5.2.4 Improving throughput under conflicts
Despite CRIC making do with passive Paxos acceptors, it is able to serve reads
and writes with one round of communication when conflicts are rare. However, in
comparison with classic Paxos, write throughput with CPaxos degrades more rapidly
if conflicts become common.
To appreciate the cause for the throughput degradation, consider two clients trying
to execute the Prepare phase on the same Paxos instance, as shown in Figure 5.8.
Client 1 proposes proposal #1 and successfully updates the Paxos state at a majority
of replicas. Before Client 1 executes the Accept phase, Client 2 proposes proposal
#2. In classic Paxos, all acceptors will promise to accept Client 2’s proposal since
it has a higher proposal number. However, in CPaxos, Client 2’s conditional-PUT
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will fail since the acceptors’ states after Client 1’s update are unknown to Client 2.
Client 2 needs to read the Paxos state again from storage, re-run the Paxos logic,
and try again to obtain promises for its proposal. As we can see in Figure 5.8, this
at least triples the write latency and the number of requests issued to cloud storage.
Moreover, these extra rounds increase the window for contention between requests.
To reduce such false propose failures, we move the execution of the Prepare logic
close to the storage by augmenting CPaxos with Propose Assistant VMs (PVMs)
at every data center. A PVM only receives Prepare messages from proposers, reads
and updates the metadata of the relevant object to run the Prepare phase’s logic
for the local acceptor, and returns the Prepare phase’s result as well as metadata
necessary for the proposer to issue subsequent conditional-PUTs (Figure 5.8(b)). For
the Accept phase, proposers directly interact with cloud storage; a conditional-PUT
that fails in this phase would fail even if relayed through PVMs because there must be
another proposer who has updated the highest proposal number in the Paxos state.
Note that PVMs are stateless, and unlike replica VMs that proxy all client inter-
actions with cloud storage (Section 5.1.2), PVMs never deal with any object’s data.
As a result, each PVM can sustain a much higher throughput than replica VMs.
Furthermore, when conflicts are rare and writes can be successfully committed using
the fast round, the execution of writes sidesteps PVMs.
5.3 Tackling latency variance
Our description of CRIC in the previous section outlined how CRIC is able to
execute reads and writes in one round of wide-area communication in the common
case. Now, we turn our attention to minimizing the tail of the read/write latency
distribution.
Inadequacy of quorum-based replication. Paxos, the basis for CPaxos, im-































Figure 5.9: Latency overhead a client incurs to communicate with a farther replica
compared to the quorum closest to it.
wait for responses from only a majority of acceptors. However, when replicas are
in multiple locations, this approach has limited ability to reduce client-perceived la-
tency variance. As we showed in Section 5.1.3, even when clients issue requests to
all replicas and only wait for responses from a quorum, there remains a significant
gap between the tail and median latencies. Using the same data used earlier in Fig-
ure 5.4, Figure 5.9 highlights the cause for this gap: since the 3rd closest replica is
90ms farther from the client than the 2nd closest replica in the median case, the 3rd
closest replica’s response has to necessarily incur this additional delay before reaching
the client.
To help mitigate this problem, one may consider storing replicas at more data
centers than necessary to ensure fault-tolerance, e.g., storing replicas at 9 data centers
despite needing to tolerate only f = 1 failure. By having replicas in more data centers,
the RTT overhead of a client communicating with a replica farther than the closest
quorum is significantly diminished; from Figure 5.9, with replicas at 9 data centers,







Figure 5.10: Illustration of hierarchical quorum.
median case.
However, as we show later in Section 5.4, inflation in tail latencies remains signif-
icant even with replicas at more data centers. This is because more replicas implies a
larger quorum, and having to wait for a greater number of responses ends up inflating
tail latencies such that more redundant responses become necessary to overcome the
latency variance, nullifying the benefits of having more replicas. For example, when
replicas are stored in 9 data centers, we find that clients need to wait for responses
from at least 7 replicas to reduce tail latency, with additional redundant requests to
farther replicas offering little benefit. As we see in Figure 5.9, when storing replicas
in 9 data centers, RTT from a client to its 7th nearest replica is higher than the RTT
to the 5th closest replica by an amount commensurate with the difference between
the client’s RTTs to the 2nd and 3rd closest replicas when using 3 replicas.
More replicas per data center. In order for tail latency to match median latency,
our primary insight is that a client must rely on redundant responses only from the
nearest quorum of data centers which host an object’s replicas, since these are the
data centers from which the client receives the first quorum of responses in the median
case.
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Based on this insight, our approach is to create additional replicas of an object at
each one of 2f + 1 data centers, rather than creating replicas at more data centers.
The number of replicas of an object to store at any data center can be chosen based
on the extent of latency variance at that data center.
Given these additional replicas, a natural way to execute reads and writes would
be to have every client wait for responses from a quorum of replicas. To see why this
approach can prove to be problematic, consider an object whose replicas are stored
at three data centers D1, D2, and D3, with 1 replica each at D1 and D2 and 3 replicas
at D3. A client that is proximate to D1 and D2 will have to wait for responses from
all 3 data centers for every read/write in order to receive responses from a quorum of
replicas. Thus, while the redundancy at D3 helps tame the latency variance at that
data center, doing so can end up inflating the median latency for many clients.
Hierarchical quorums. To prevent such undesirable outcomes, we leverage a two-
tiered quorum-based approach, hierarchical quorum [87], which groups replicas stored
in the same data center as a replica group. In both the Prepare and Accept phases of
a CPaxos write and when executing a read, a client must receive positive responses
from a quorum of replica groups, where the response from a group is complete once
the client receives positive responses from a quorum of replicas within that group. It
is easy to see that a quorum of quorum intersects with any other quorum of quorum.
Here, we give a formal definition of a hierarchical quorum system and a proof of the
intersection property of using hierarchical quorums.
Definition V.1. Given a set S = {s1, s2, ..., sn}(n > 1), a hierarchical quorum system
HQ is a quorum system [119] over a set of quorum systems Q = {q1, q2, ..., qm}(m > 1)
that ∀qi : qi is a quorum system over a non-empty subset of S.
Theorem V.2. Two hierarchical quorums have non-empty intersection over S.
Proof. ∵ ∀nq1, nq2 ⊂ HQ, nq1 and nq2 have non-empty intersection over Q, and
∀nq ⊂ nq1 ∩ nq2 and ∀q1, q2 ⊂ nq, q1 and q2 have non-empty intersection over S.
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∴ nq1 and nq2 have non-empty intersection over S.
Figure 5.10 shows an example of three replica groups and three replicas in each
group. To execute reads and writes, a client must receive positive responses from at
least four replicas, two replicas each from two replica groups. Thus, in comparison
with the approach of treating all replicas as equal, hierarchical quorum not only has
no impact on median latency but also reduces the number of replicas that a client
must wait for responses from, resulting in lower tail latencies.
When using hierarchical quorum in CPaxos’s fast round for writes, at each of a
super quorum d3/4n + 1e of data centers, a client’s conditional-PUTs must succeed at
a super quorum d3/4m + 1e of replicas. Here, n is the number of replica groups, and
m is the number of replicas in a replica group. Here, we provide a proof of correctness
of using super hierarchical quorum in CPaxos’s fast round.
Lemma V.3. In Fast Paxos, any two super quorums and any regular quorum have
non-empty intersection of replicas.
Proof (see [91]).
Theorem V.4. Using super hierarchical quorum in CPaxos fast round guarantees
safety (only one value can be committed for a given version of an object and only
committed values can be read).
Proof. Based on [91], the requirement for Fast Paxos to guarantee safety is that any
two fast round quorums and any regular round quorum have non-empty intersection.
Therefore, to prove that using hierarchical quorums can guarantee safety, we only
need to prove that any two super hierarchical quorums and any regular hierarchical
quorum have non-empty intersection of replicas.
Based on Lemma V.3, any two super hierarchical quorums and any regular hierar-
chical quorum have non-empty intersection of replica groups. Similarly, within each
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replica group, any two super quorums and any regular quorum have non-empty in-
tersection of replicas. Therefore, any two super hierarchical quorums and any regular
hierarchical quorum have non-empty intersection of replicas.
Like any approach that uses redundancy to reduce latency variance, the use of
hierarchical quorum increases cost (to store more replicas, to issue requests to storage,
and to transfer more data). CRIC reduces this cost overhead by leveraging the data
digests that CPaxos stores in an object’s metadata. For example, when reading the 3
copies of an object in a replica group, a client need read the data from only 2 of them
and read only the metadata from the third, thus reducing network transfer costs by
a third.
5.4 Evaluation
We evaluate CRIC in three parts. First, in a prototype deployment of CRIC, we
evaluate the latency and throughput performance under different conflict rates, in
comparison with alternative designs not optimized for the cloud. Second, to demon-
strate CRIC’s cost-effectiveness and its ability to reduce tail latency in a broader
setting, we conduct a simulation-based evaluation on a large-scale dataset of mea-
surements from 39 cloud data centers. Finally, we showcase the utility of CRIC on
a real-world web service’s workload. The primary take-aways from our evaluation
are:
• CRIC’s performance is comparable to approaches that require replica VMs, but at
20–50% lower cost.
• Compared to existing replication protocols compatible with passive Paxos accep-
tors, CPaxos can halve write latency and also lower cost by 10–60%.
• Hierarchical quorums can reduce tail read latency by 50ms in the median case, a
more than 50% reduction over what traditional quorums can achieve.
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5.4.1 Prototype Evaluation
Implementation. Our prototype implementation of CRIC is roughly 5400 lines
of Java code. We use Thrift [112] for RPCs between VMs, and interact with every
cloud storage service using the official client libraries. Our prototype is compatible
with Microsoft Azure and Amazon AWS.
To compare the performance of CRIC with existing solutions, we also implemented
two comparison systems:
• Fast Paxos: We implement Fast Paxos to represent a range of existing solutions,
such as MDCC [86] and TAPIR [131], that would require replica VMs to replicate
data in the cloud. Although these systems provide richer functionality such as
transactions, using them to offer a globally consistent view of key-value storage
would offer performance similar to the Fast Paxos protocol. Our implementation
of Fast Paxos contains two components: a client library that implements a Fast
Paxos proposer, and code that runs on VMs which proxy requests to cloud storage
and mimic Fast Paxos acceptors and learners.
• pPaxos*: Among prior Paxos-based replication protocols that work with passive
acceptors, pPaxos [76] is strictly better than Disk Paxos [71] in terms of perfor-
mance and cost. Therefore, we compare CRIC only with pPaxos. Our implementa-
tion, pPaxos*, improves pPaxos’s efficiency by using fast round writes and optimal
garbage collection.
Not all cloud storage services support Append operations as needed by pPaxos.
Even storage services that do support Append may impose restrictions, e.g., though
Azure Storage supports Append Blobs, updating and deleting existing blocks in a
Blob is not supported, thus preempting garbage collection. We therefore implement
Appends via replica VMs that interpose on requests to storage but ignore the cost
of these VMs in our comparisons.
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Deployment setting. We deploy clients in A2 instances at 5 Azure data centers:
East US, West US, Japan, West Europe, and Southeast Asia. In the blob storage
service at each of these data centers, we store a copy of one million objects. When
replica VMs are necessary, we deploy a sufficient number of them for these VMs to
not be a bottleneck.
Clients issue reads and writes using YCSB [65], a key value store benchmark which
emulates cloud workloads. We vary the read-to-write ratio, average object size, and
Zipfian distribution that reflects how popularity varies across objects. We vary the
Zipfian coefficient in the range [0.5, 1). The higher the value, the higher the rate of
conflicts.
Performance under low conflict rates. First, when conflicts are rare, we show
that CRIC 1) offers performance comparable to approaches that would require replica
VMs for deployment in the cloud, and 2) outperforms prior replication protocols
compatible with passive acceptors. In this experiment, we use 1KB objects, set the
read-to-write ratio to 30, and set the Zipfian coefficient to 0.5.
Figure 5.11 shows the distribution of read and write latencies observed by clients
in the Azure East US region. In terms of read latency, Fast Paxos, pPaxos*, and
CRIC all offer similar latencies since all of them require one round trip to a majority
of replicas to execute reads in the common case. Whereas, for writes, latencies with
pPaxos* are double that with CRIC and Fast Paxos. This is because, after appending
to acceptors’ logs, a pPaxos* proposer has to read back those logs to check whether its
request was accepted. For both reads and writes, CRIC’s use of hierarchical quorum
enables it to reduce the 99th percentile latency by over 100ms.
Note that, since we deploy a sufficient number of replica VMs when they are
necessary, when conflicts are rare, throughput is constrained only by cloud storage.
Performance under high conflict rate. Next, we showcase CRIC’s ability to

















































Figure 5.11: (a) Read and (b) write latencies under low conflicts.
read-to-write ratio to 1 and use 1KB objects.
Under high conflict rates, a client may require multiple rounds of communication
to complete a read or write, worsening both latency and throughput. Write-write
conflicts cause the fast round to fail, and multiple proposers compete in one CPaxos
instance. For read-write conflicts, readers may see an inconsistent state due to on-


























Figure 5.12: Degradation in write throughput under different conflict rates.
Performance degradation can be further amplified due to false propose failures (Sec-
tion 5.2.4).
Write-write conflicts. Figure 5.12 shows how write throughput degrades with
different replication approaches under different conflict rates; we normalize values
compared to the throughput achieved when conflicts are rare. As conflicts increase,
CRIC’s throughput without PVMs degrades at a significantly faster rate than when
using PVMs. For example, when the Zipfian coefficient is 0.8, throughput when using
CRIC without PVMs is less than half that achieved in the absence of conflicts. With
PVMs, CRIC comes close to the throughput achieved with Fast Paxos, achieving a
normalized throughput of 0.8.
As conflicts increase (Zipfian coefficient of 0.9 and higher), CRIC starts to degrade
faster than Fast Paxos due to the failure of conditional-PUTs in the Accept phase.
In this case, CRIC requires an extra round to read passive acceptors’ states whereas
Fast Paxos’s replica VMs can include an acceptor’s state when rejecting a client’s
Accept message. However, under such high conflict rates, it would be more prudent

























CRIC w/o commit bit
Figure 5.13: Client perceived read latency distribution when conflict rate is high.
Note that false propose failures do not happen in pPaxos* since a proposer knows
the exact status of its request after reading the passive acceptors’ logs. However,
we still see that throughput with pPaxos* degrades relative to Fast Paxos at a rate
similar to CRIC. This is because a long log of requests accumulate in acceptors’ logs
under high contention, increasing processing time at proposers.
Read-write conflicts. In CRIC, when a write to an object is globally accepted,
but has not yet been applied to all replicas, clients who read that object may have
to perform a write back. CRIC uses the commit bit to reduce the incidence of such
write backs.
In our experimental setup, Figure 5.13 shows the read latency distribution ob-
served at Azure’s Japan data center when the Zipfian coefficient is set to 0.8. We see
that having writers asynchronously mark their completed write as committed greatly
improves read latencies; as long as the commit bit is set at any replica with highest
version, a reader need not perform write backs.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of cost necessary to execute reads and writes on geo-
replicated data; R/W is the read-to-write ratio.
5.4.2 Cost
While we have shown thus far that latencies and throughput with CRIC are com-
parable to those with Fast Paxos when conflicts are rare, using Fast Paxos incurs
significant cost overhead due to the need for replica VMs to augment the storage
interface. Figure 5.14 compares CRIC against Fast Paxos and pPaxos* in terms of
the cost necessary to sustain any specific throughput; we consider three read-to-write
ratios (30, 10, and 1), three object sizes (256 bytes, 1KB, and 100KB), and a Zip-
fian coefficient of 0.5. These parameter choices are informed by prior studies of web
service workloads [51, 66, 59].
We see that CRIC reduces cost by 20–50% compared to Fast Paxos and pPaxos* in
our target setting: conflicts are rare and objects are small [59, 51]. In such workloads,
CRIC’s cost savings over Fast Paxos stem from more efficient use of VMs, and the
savings compared to pPaxos* are due to efficient use of storage and network resources.
Only if both objects are large and the read-to-write ratio is low, do CRIC’s cost
benefits reduce. Note that, even though, like CRIC, pPaxos* too does not require
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replica VMs, its use may result in higher cost than Fast Paxos when objects are large.
This is because a pPaxos* proposer has to always append a new copy of an object’s
data to any acceptor’s log and has to therefore transfer multiple versions when reading
the log to check the status of its proposal.
5.4.3 Tackling latency variance
Simulation setting. To assess CRIC’s tail latency performance and associated cost
overhead in a broader range of settings, we use a dataset containing measurements
from 39 cloud data centers: 14 in Amazon AWS and 25 in Microsoft Azure. We collect
this dataset by continually measuring latencies between all pairs of the 39 data centers,
as well as response times for 1KB GETs and PUTs at the storage service in each of
those data centers. Our dataset contains more than 100K measurement samples per
pair of data centers and 100K measurement samples per GETs and PUTs at every
data center. By simulating CRIC’s operation using this data, we are able to conduct
a more comprehensive evaluation of CRIC than possible with our prototype.
Like in Section 5.1.3, we consider a web service that has web servers in each Azure
data center and replicates data across all Azure and AWS data centers; we refer to the
subset of data centers from which an object is accessed as its access set and consider
2000 randomly chosen access sets. For every access set, we choose the set of data
centers in which to store replicas using a strategy that combines random selection
(for fault-tolerance) with affinity for data centers in the access set (for performance).
We group data centers by continents, and evenly distributes replicas across continents
in which there is a data center from the access set, randomly choosing data centers
within any continent. For each access set, we choose 10 random replica placements
based on this strategy and report the median performance.
We compare the tail latency improvements enabled by CRIC’s use of hierarchical

































Figure 5.15: Utility of hierarchical quorums in reducing tail latency. N is the number
of replicas and DC is the number of data centers.
replicas at additional data centers and treating all replicas as equal.
Ability to reduce tail latency. For every client in each of the access sets con-
sidered, Figure 5.15 shows the absolute latency difference between the 99th percentile
and median latencies for the two approaches. We use hierarchical quorums to store
3 replicas each in 3 data centers, and compare it with replication configurations that
(1) place 3 replicas each in 3 data centers but use the traditional quorums to execute
requests, (2) place 9 replicas in 9 different data centers, and (3) place 7 replicas in 7
different data centers (to match the minimum number of replica failures hierarchical
quorums cannot tolerate). Although when using the traditional majority quorum,
issuing requests to all replicas and waiting for the first majority responses can reduce
tail latency by 42ms in the median case, there remains a 45ms gap between the tail
and median latencies. This is because, when replicas are spread out, redundancy to
farther away replicas has little utility in reducing latency variance. However, since
hierarchical quorum creates redundancy within the closest quorum of data centers
and the size of responses it requires is smaller than the traditional quorum, it can
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Figure 5.16: Utility of hierarchical quorums in enabling better cost vs. tail latency
trade-offs.
see that hierarchical quorum can reduce the gap between tail and median latencies
to less than 30ms in the median case.
Tail latency vs. cost tradeoff. Hierarchical quorums not only enable low latency
variance, but also incur low cost overhead in achieving those latency benefits. To
evaluate the tradeoff enabled by different quorum approaches, we consider different
replication configurations by varying the number of replicas, and then determine the
tail latency and cost in each case. For hierarchical quorum, we consider replicas at
3 data centers, but vary the number of replicas per data center from 1 to 5. With
traditional quorums, we consider 1 replica per data center and vary the total number
of replicas from 1 to 15.
For both hierarchical quorum and traditional quorums, Figure 5.16 shows one
point for each replication configuration. For each configuration, we show the tail
latency reduction seen at the median client against the cost overhead over the baseline
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Figure 5.17: In a Twitter clone, CRIC improves performance compared to Fast Paxos
for users with at least 100 followers.
hierarchical quorums can provide the same tail latency performance at much lower
cost, or better tail latencies at the same cost. Hierarchical quorums thus provide
web service developers with a better tail latency versus cost tradeoff than when using
traditional quorums.
5.4.4 Application case study
In the final part of our evaluation, we estimate CRIC’s benefits by considering the
characteristics of a real-world web service’s workload. We use data from Twitter as
an example of a latency-sensitive geo-distributed web service, even though Twitter
only offers eventual/causal consistency.
We simulate a strongly consistent deployment of Retwis [32], an open source Twit-
ter clone; once a user’s post is accepted by the service, the user’s followers are guar-
anteed to see the post. Our simulation considers 1 million users, uses location in-
formation in their profiles [95] to map each user to be served by a web server in the
closest AWS data center, and picks the number of followers and followees for every
user based on publicly available information [38]. We compare CRIC’s performance
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to Fast Paxos.
We focus on the latency for two types of operations: GetRange operations fetch
the last 100 tweets in a user’s timeline (the set of tweets posted by those that the
user follows), and Post operations represent a user posting a tweet. With GetRange
operations, Retwis first reads the user’s timeline object to get the IDs for all posts on
her timeline, and then reads 100 posts (in parallel). For Post operations, there are
three steps: 1) write the post, 2) read the list of the user’s followers (done in parallel
with writing the post), and 3) insert the post ID into their timelines. All posts and
timeline objects are replicated as per the replica placement strategy described in
§ 5.4.3, whereas a user’s list of followers/followees is stored only at the data center
which serves that user.
For the 40% of users who have over 100 followers, Figure 5.17 shows the reduction
in median latency for GetRange and Post operations.
5.5 Discussion
Improving read performance. Read latency with CRIC could be lowered by
using read leases, like in Megastore [53]. Whether a read lease has been granted on
a particular replica of the object can be stored in the metadata of that copy of the
object. Once a client completes a read, it can perform a conditional-PUT to update
the metadata at the replica closest to it, thereby enabling clients close to this replica
to complete reads by reading only from this replica. This improvement in read latency
will come at the expense of higher write latency as writers will now have to invalidate
read leases at all replicas.
Alternatively, if an application can make do with reads returning stale data, CRIC
is also extensible to reduce read latency without compromising on the linearizability
of writes. In this case, to read an object, a client need fetch only the closest replica
of the object. The application can then use the highest version that has the commit
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bit set in the CPaxos log at this replica. Only if this client attempts to update this
object in the future will it have to read from a quorum of the object’s replicas.
Support for transactions. CRIC can be used to execute multi-key transactions on
geo-replicated data if the cloud storage service within each data center offers support
for transactions. For example, on Azure, CRIC can leverage the Table service’s
support for batched updates [31] to execute a transaction as a batch of conditional
updates; on any particular replica, the batch is applied only if all the conditional
updates within the batch succeed. In the absence of transaction support from cloud
storage, CRIC can still be used to execute transactions with an additional round
of latency to acquire locks (stored in the metadata of each replica) at a quorum of
replicas.
5.6 Summary
Our work was motivated by the observation that a key challenge today in deploying
a web service that spans data centers in the cloud is for the web service to itself
manage the consistency of data replicated across data centers. With CRIC, we have
demonstrated that it is indeed feasible to address this shortcoming efficiently at the
application layer without requiring cloud providers to modify cloud storage either to
augment its interface or to reduce its latency variance. We hope our work will spur
more web service providers to opt for geo-distributed deployments, thereby realizing





This dissertation presents my effort to support my thesis: it is practical to
cost-effectively offer better abstractions and support for latency SLOs
on legacy cloud storage services.
My thesis research can greatly ease the burden on the developers of geo-distributed
cloud web services. It focuses on addressing the problems faced by web services in
the cloud due to the poor abstractions and high latency variance offered by cloud
storage services. More specifically, the work presented in this dissertation makes the
following contributions:
Measurement study quantifying cloud storage latency performance and
reducing latency variance of using cloud storage. My measurements of the
Azure and S3 storage services highlight the high variance in latencies and point out
the main source of the latency variance offered by these services. To address this issue,
I designed CosTLO to improve predictability of using cloud storage services without
having to wait for these services to modify their infrastructure. It is a framework that
requires minimal changes to applications and judiciously combines several redundancy
forms to execute storage requests to reduce latency variance in a cost effective manner.
Automating the process of placing geographically distributed replicas
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in the cloud. I developed the SPANStore system which provides a unified view
of geographically distributed storage services across multiple clouds to web services
deployed in the cloud. It can automate the process of trading off cost and latency,
while satisfying various application requirements such as data consistency and fault-
tolerance.
Efficient strongly consistent geo-replication in the cloud. I designed and
implemented CRIC, which enables strongly consistent data replication across cloud
storage services with limited interface, and tackles latency variance on shared data
replicated in multiple cloud storage services. I demonstrate that it is indeed feasible to
address this shortcoming efficiently at the application layer without requiring cloud
providers to modify cloud storage either to augment its interface or to reduce its
latency variance.
Though this dissertation focuses on developing client side solutions to improve
the utility of cloud storage services, many techniques can also be adopted by cloud
providers to improve their storage services internally. For example, CosTLO’s tech-
nique of using multiple forms of redundancy can be used by cloud storage services
to provide latency SLOs for their users. With detailed information on storage imple-
mentation, cloud providers can devise a more accurate latency model in CosTLO’s
latency estimation.
Although cloud storage services may evolve in the future and provide function-
alities proposed in this dissertation, the fact that no cloud providers would like to
provide data synchronization services with other cloud providers shows the funda-
mental value of this dissertation. For web service providers who choose to adopt
a multi-cloud deployment for the associated cost, performance, and fault-tolerance
benefits, they still require solutions such as SPANStore to replicate data across mul-
tiple clouds and CRIC to keep data consistent. Therefore, this dissertation provides
long-term benefits for web services deployed in the cloud.
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6.2 Future Work
My thesis research demonstrates that there is a big gap between what cloud ap-
plications need from cloud services and what cloud services currently provide. The
desire of solving this issue leads me to my future work.
Cloud system design to meet different application requirements. Emerg-
ing cloud applications such as self-driving cars, wearable devices, and Internet of
Things may have very different performance, data consistency, fault tolerance and
resource requirements compared to traditional applications. For example, the data
consistency requirement for self-driving cars is likely to be distance based: for cars
that are nearby, the data shared among those cars has to be strongly consistent to
prevent accidents, but for cars that are hundreds of miles away, it is likely that the
data shared between these cars does not need to be strongly consistent. Identifying
those additional requirements and designing cloud systems that are tunable to meet
different applications’ needs are challenging. Moreover, I’d like to build solutions that
follow the same underlying principle as SPANStore: automating the cloud system re-
configuration process to suit different application requirements. One path I’d like to
explore is to leverage machine learning techniques to enable system reconfiguration
automation.
Redesigning distributed system interface. As I have demonstrated in CRIC,
there is currently a mismatch between the functionalities that a cloud service provides,
and the functionalities that an application desires. This issue is especially enlarged
by the trend that more and more emerging web services and applications are relying
on some third party services that they do not have control over. Therefore, I argue
that system interface design should be an important aspect of future cloud system
design. For example, instead of providing a simple GET/PUT interface for key-value
storage, incorporating some forms of request dependency will make the storage more
usable. It will also make web service developers’ life easier in reasoning about storage
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behavior, even though they do not have visibility inside the storage system. This
line of research is going to require a deeper analysis and study of different types of
distributed systems and applications, as well as revisiting the theoretical aspect of
distributed systems in order to generalize rules or common patterns for designing
interfaces of the future.
Make cloud infrastructure more configurable. Moreover, I’m interested
in exploring new possibilities in designing cloud infrastructures in a way that cloud
resources can be highly configurable by cloud applications and third party service
providers to enrich the functionalities of the cloud. Existing cloud model suffer from
a key limitation: they only enable third-parties to offer new functionality that is
independent from any service offered by the cloud provider. As I have pointed out
the gap between cloud providers’ offerings and cloud applications’ needs, one way to
bridge this gap is to redesigning cloud service marketplaces such that third parties
can also augment existing cloud services. As illustrated in my vision paper [127],
leveraging emerging hardware technologies such as programmable switches, we can
redesign cloud service marketplaces to enable efficient deployment and use of third
party add-ons. An add-on’s VMs can interpose on an application’s interactions with a
cloud service, but need to do so only for a portion of the application’s traffic. The net
effect of my proposed redesign of cloud service marketplaces is a win-win for all parties
involved: cloud providers benefit from a greater rate of innovation, applications can
avail richer functionality without sacrificing performance, and third-party developers
incur low cost.
6.3 Summary
In this dissertation, I present CosTLO, SPANStore, and CRIC, systems that offer
better abstractions of cloud storage, low complexity of using cloud storage in geo-
distributed deployments, and help tackle the latency variability intrinsic to cloud
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storage. These systems are designed as middlewares and libraries that sit in between
applications and cloud services, and enable web service providers to make better per-
formance, cost, consistency, and availability trade-offs without requiring any changes
to cloud services. Note that cloud providers can also easily incorporate these systems
into their future offerings. I hope my work will spur more web services to opt for
geo-distributed deployments in the cloud, thereby realizing the untapped potential
for cloud providers to democratize low latency web services. I hope the outcome of
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